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MESSAGE OF 
ISF PRESIDENT

LAURENT PETRYNKA
I                   would like to begin by thanking everyone who 

participated in the first every ISF U15 World 
School Sport Games that took place in Belgrade 

last month. Following such a long period away from 
ISF events, it was a real joy to witness in person, the 
young generation once again enjoying school sport 
and all that comes with it, from the joy that comes with 
practicing sport, to the new friends they were able to 
make along the way. Simply seeing the smiles on so 
many children in one place, was truly special, and a 
perfect representation of what the ISF aims to provide 
at its events. 

It has been a pleasure and a privilege to be with you 
during this special occasion in the wonderful city of 
Belgrade, Together, as per the new IOC moto, as 
ISF engages in a new journey, adding to its already 
quite extended calendar, the U15 World School Sport 
Games. The strength and ambition of our members to 
organise and participate in events are what drive the 
ISF to continue to evolve in order to provide national 
school sport federations and members of the ISF with 
a stronger platform.  

ISF aims to achieve a more educational, accessible, 
innovative, and global school sport and this event 
is clearly evidence of this policy. We believe that such 
an event allows us to shape the future and empower 
young people through school sport. ISF is growing 
rapidly but continued to focus on its main aims and 
goals which are to offer opportunities for school 
sport athletes to acquire leadership skills, forge open-
mindedness, to overcome challenges and achieve 
results, preparing themselves to become more 
responsible and active citizens, and role models in 
their respective communities.

The 1st World School Sport Games presents more 
than just an opportunity for young school sport athletes 
to compete, but to also become acquainted with 
major societal challenges discussed in the world of 
sport. More than anything, it seemed crucial for the 
ISF family, to send a strong message to the school 

sport community towards the youngest in this time of 
crisis. Indeed, more than ever before, the importance 
of sport and school systems in our societies has been 
highlighted. Allow me to thank our federations for 
their efforts and my ISF colleagues for their endless 
dedication to help make this event a success.

This event was also the result of the cooperation 
that the ISF has developed with traditional partners 
of the Olympic family, some of the most eminent 
representatives who participated in multiple areas 
of this event, and have contributed to the Strategic 
Development Goal 17 of the United Nations, 
«Partnership for the goals», because this is the 
aim of ISF to cooperate with all of you, and for this I 
sincerely thank you all.

Lastly, let me underline the incredible hard work 
of the Local Organising Committee, the Serbian 
School Sport Federation, with the support of the 
Ministry of Youth and Sport, and the support of Željko 
Tanasković who since the very beginning were 
committed to this project. As you will have noticed, 
they all worked tirelessly to give us the opportunity 
to spend a wonderfully unique and historical week in 
fantastic conditions. 

My final words are addressed to the young school sport 
students and the volunteers of the event, to simply say 
that I hope you all enjoyed your time in Belgrade, and 
were able to discover new opportunities, and new 
friendships. I hope, this was but the beginning of 
your journey with sport. 

SEE YOU ALL IN BRAZIL FOR THE 
NEXT EDITION OF THE U15 WORLD 
SCHOOL SPORT GAMES IN 2023!

INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL SPORT 

FEDERATION
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W ith the end of the inaugural ISF U15 World 
School Sport Games in September, I 
was left with many joyful memories 

from having welcomed so many participants from 
around the world to our wonderful city of Belgrade, to 
experience not only a unique sporting opportunity, 
but also to once again exchange and interact on an 
international level that has been missing for so long 
due to the global situation. 

I wish to personally thank each and every one of 
you who came and made this event a reality. Your 
commitment and willingness were what made this 
new ISF event a true success, bringing it to life and 
reminding us all, of what sport can provide. It was with 
a true sense of pride, that I watched over the crowd 
during the ‘Be Together’ ceremony, seeing so many 
flags from all over the world, waving, as children 
celebrated the occasion with their newly discovered 
friends.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank the 
national and local Serbian authorities once again, 
for their continuous support throughout each step, 
enabling us to make this event possible. Furthermore, 
to the entire Serbian School Sport Federation team, 
whose non-stop work was crucial to the smooth 
running of the whole event and all preparations 
leading up to it, thank you for everything.

It has been an honour to host this inaugural event, 
using our experience and knowledge from hosting 
past ISF events to bring to you a week full of both sport 
and educational activities. I hope you all enjoyed your 
time in Serbia, and that you will come back again in 
the future. For now, we bid you farewell, until next time.

MESSAGE OF SERBIAN SCHOOL 
SPORTS FEDERATION PRESIDENT

ŽELJKO TANASKOVIĆ
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T he approach of this inaugural event provided a 
balanced combination of sport and educational 
activities. 

IN TOTAL, 14 SPORTS MADE UP THE EVENT’S SPORT 
PROGRAMME ALONGSIDE THREE MAIN EDUCATIONAL 

EVENTS WITH THE COOPERATION OF ISF’S MAIN 
PARTNERS WHICH CONSIST OF INTERNATIONAL SPORT 
FEDERATIONS AND THE MAIN ORGANISATIONS WHICH 
PROMOTE OLYMPIC VALUES. PARTICIPANTS LEARNT 
ABOUT OLYMPIC VALUES AND THE UNITED NATIONS 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS.

The student athletes from around the world competed 
in both individual and team events, representing both 
their national school sport federation and their school 
in Athletics, Badminton, Basketball and 3X3, Chess, 
Football, Judo, Karate, Orienteering, Swimming, Table 
Tennis, Taekwondo, Volleyball and Wrestling. 

The unique concept of the ‘Fun and Skills Zone’, set 
up at the Kalemegdan Fortress, created by ISF was 
a space composed of twenty different interactive 
stations focusing on topics such as gender equality, 
green friendly, nutrition, and fair play. ISF partners 

United World Wrestling, World Badminton Federation, 
Global Esports Federation, World Anti-Doping Agency, 
and International Fair Play Committee were a key part 
of making this programme a success, with the Fun 
and Skills Zone being positioned at the heart of the 
event. All delegations had the chance to meet, learn, 
and challenge themselves, with activities being run on 
a daily basis throughout the Games.

It is a tradition during ISF events to devote a day to 
educational and cultural activities linked to the values 
of sport. On 15 September, no less than three major 
events took place. The ISF School Sport Forum, the 
‘Be Together’ ceremony, and finally the traditional 
‘Nations Night’.

The educational day enabled representatives of the 
various international sports federations and public 
authorities to devote their day to school sport by 
attending the various ceremonies. The most striking 
announcement for the school sport family was the 
announcement during the ‘Be Together ’ ceremony, 
of the attribution to Brazil of the 2nd edition of the 
ISF U15 World School Sport Games in 2023, made 
in the presence of the Minister of Sports of Brazil, Mr. 
Marcelo Magalhaes.

INTRODUCTION TO THE ISF U15 
WORLD SCHOOL SPORT GAMES
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T he participants had the opportunity to enjoy 
no less than 14 sports during this inaugural 
event. From individual and team sports 

to mind sport, the Games were the opportunity for 
participants from 13 to 15 years old to develop their 
skills in different fields. The programme was also 
composed of a mix of traditional and new sports in 
the programme. For some traditional sports it was the 
first time that they were integrated into an ISF multi-
sport event. It is also for this reason that this U15 World 
Sport School Games was a special event. 

THE ISF TC PRESIDENT FOR ATHLETICS, NIHAT DOKER 
FROM TURKEY, REFLECTED THE GENERAL FEELING OF 

HIS COLLEAGUES OF THE ISF FAMILY: “ISF HAS ALWAYS 
BEEN GREAT AT PROVIDING GREAT EXPERIENCES FOR 

YOUTH. ADDITIONALLY WITH THIS YEAR BEING THE 
SAME YEAR AS THE OLYMPICS IN TOKYO, THESE YOUNG 
ATHLETES IN BELGRADE HAVE HAD THE CHANCE TO SEE 
THEMSELVES WHAT OPPORTUNITIES ARE OUT THERE IN 

THE WORLD OF ATHLETICS”. 

Athletics is certainly one of the traditional sports. The 
Atletski Stadion Sremska Mitrovica was the location 
where on display were some great performances 
from the young athletes. As is often the case, athletics 
gathered many different countries, allowing athletes 
from three continents representing Namibia, Uganda, 
Mexico, Peru, Andorra, Estonia, and Ukraine as medal 
winners, amongst others. 

Swimming is another traditional sport and has 
been in the ISF programme since 1981. With the 
competition showing a strong European contingent 
run at the Sports and Recreational Centre «Milan Gale 
Muškatirović», we also saw India or the United Arab 
Emirates joining countries such as Slovakia and the 
host country Serbia on the podium.  An inspirational 
moment which occurred during the swimming 
event was something that truly encapsulates the true 
ethos of ISF events. During one of the relay heats, an 

ON THE FIELDON THE FIELDON THE FIELD
unfortunate situation meant that the Serbian team 
was disqualified, which then led to the promotion of 
the Uganda delegation. In true school sport spirit, the 
Serbian team then proceeded to overwhelmingly 
support and cheer the Uganda team who had just 
taken their place. This heartfelt moment left a lasting 
mark on Eric Dusan of Uganda “Sport brings people 
together from all parts of the world, through respect, 
modesty, generosity, and fair play. It ’s the only entity 
that brings people together without racial, religious, 
and political differences. I am so happy to have come 
to Serbia, where we have been so well received”. 

To have included a mind sport at a multi-sport event 
of a sport organisation recognised by the IOC is not 
very common. For ISF, presenting a mind sport is 
important as the athletes have the opportunity to 
experience a unique environment and meet athletes 
of other disciplines, who they usually don’t have the 
opportunity to cross paths with.  The development 
of chess in the ISF sport programme has been on the 
rise, ever since its first ISF event in 2017 in Tsaghkabzor, 
Armenia. Then, in 2018 it was also included in the 
sport programme of the ISF Gymnasiade which took 
place in Morocco, providing a strong platform for its 
inclusion in the inaugural ISF U15 World School Sport 
Games Belgrade 2021. It is in the attendance of the 
FIDE President, Arkady Dvorkovich that players 
from Ukraine, Serbia and Namibia won medals.  

MR DVORKOVICH SPOKE ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF 
CHESS AND ISF’S PARTNERSHIP WITH FIDE.  “CHESS 
SHOWS HOW TO RESPECT YOUR OPPONENT, HOW TO 
DEAL WITH WINNING AND LOSING WITH PRIDE AND 

HONOUR AS WELL AS ANALYSE YOUR OWN MISTAKES. 
AND THAT’S IMPORTANT. THAT’S WHY WE DECIDED TO 
PARTNER WITH THE ISF AND DO THOSE TOGETHER. WE 
WILL WORK ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF COOPERATION 

WITH THE ISF TO ORGANISE EDUCATION PROGRAMMES 
AS WELL AS LARGER SPORTS EVENTS”. 

Athletics • Badminton • Basketball • Basketball 3x3 • Chess • Football • Judo • Karate 
Orienteering • Swimming • Taekwondo • Table Tennis • Volleyball • Wrestling

ON THE FIELD
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unfortunate situation meant that the Serbian team 
was disqualified, which then led to the promotion of 
the Uganda delegation. In true school sport spirit, the 
Serbian team then proceeded to overwhelmingly 
support and cheer the Uganda team who had just 
taken their place. This heartfelt moment left a lasting 
mark on Eric Dusan of Uganda “Sport brings people 
together from all parts of the world, through respect, 
modesty, generosity, and fair play. It ’s the only entity 
that brings people together without racial, religious, 
and political differences. I am so happy to have come 
to Serbia, where we have been so well received”. 

To have included a mind sport at a multi-sport event 
of a sport organisation recognised by the IOC is not 
very common. For ISF, presenting a mind sport is 
important as the athletes have the opportunity to 
experience a unique environment and meet athletes 
of other disciplines, who they usually don’t have the 
opportunity to cross paths with.  The development 
of chess in the ISF sport programme has been on the 
rise, ever since its first ISF event in 2017 in Tsaghkabzor, 
Armenia. Then, in 2018 it was also included in the 
sport programme of the ISF Gymnasiade which took 
place in Morocco, providing a strong platform for its 
inclusion in the inaugural ISF U15 World School Sport 
Games Belgrade 2021. It is in the attendance of the 
FIDE President, Arkady Dvorkovich that players 
from Ukraine, Serbia and Namibia won medals.  

MR DVORKOVICH SPOKE ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF 
CHESS AND ISF’S PARTNERSHIP WITH FIDE.  “CHESS 
SHOWS HOW TO RESPECT YOUR OPPONENT, HOW TO 
DEAL WITH WINNING AND LOSING WITH PRIDE AND 

HONOUR AS WELL AS ANALYSE YOUR OWN MISTAKES. 
AND THAT’S IMPORTANT. THAT’S WHY WE DECIDED TO 
PARTNER WITH THE ISF AND DO THOSE TOGETHER. WE 
WILL WORK ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF COOPERATION 

WITH THE ISF TO ORGANISE EDUCATION PROGRAMMES 
AS WELL AS LARGER SPORTS EVENTS”. 

Another unusual sport for a multi-sport event is 
Orienteering. This year ’s U15 World School Sport 
Games not only included orienteering as one of the 14 
sports, but it was also run parallel to the 19th edition of 
the ISF WSC Orienteering event that was taking place 
in Belgrade at the same time. Furthermore, both events 
were aligned with long-time partner, the International 
Orienteering Federation’s (IOF) project named 
World Orienteering Day which took place from 
8-14 September. The goal of the project is to further 
increase the visibility and accessibility of orienteering 
events for youth, raising the number of participants 
while supporting teachers and coaches around the 
world in implementing the sport of orienteering in a fun 
and educational way. This presented an opportunity 
for ISF and IOF to share the sport of orienteering and 
its values to the school sport world, and the ISF family. 
Orienteering at school has many benefits, helping 
students to develop communication skills, logic, 
self-confidence, as well as becoming better student 
athletes. 

To further emphasise orienteering and the educational 
opportunities that come with it, ISF created a 
friendship relay which took place on 14 September 
in the context of both events in Belgrade, and World 
Orienteering Day. The concept created teams of 
athletes from different delegations, helping to break 
down barriers and create new friendships during a 
special orienteering challenge.

The delegations competed in the beautiful area of 
Kosmaj, just outside of the city of Belgrade.

In terms, of racket sports, badminton, and table tennis, 
were both part of the programme. The badminton 
competition was held at the National Badminton 
Centre where three different competition formats 
were held throughout the week, including, singles, 
doubles, and the mixed doubles, with United Arab 
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Emirates taking home 4 of the 5 golds available. 
The badminton activities were also displayed in the 
Fun and Skills zone, giving the opportunity to all 
participants to have a go at outdoor badminton. 

The table tennis competition was held in the Hall 
Master for the table tennis competition, to again 
compete in the 3 event formats for both boys and girls: 
Individual; Doubles; and Team. 

In addition to the standard category format, the 
organisers implemented a new format named the 
“Friendship double”, further explained by ISF TC 
President of Table Tennis Pieter Schippers.

 “WITH ISF WE ORGANISE A « FRIENDSHIP DOUBLE » 
WHICH IS SOMETHING THAT HAS NEVER BEEN SEEN IN 
THE INTERNATIONAL TABLE TENNIS FEDERATION. THE 

FRIENDSHIP DOUBLE IS A SPECIAL TOURNAMENT THAT 
GIVES AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THESE YOUNG ATHLETES 

TO GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER BETTER. THE MAIN 
POINT IS TO MAKE A DOUBLES COMPETITION WHERE 
TEAMS CONSISTING OF DIFFERENT NATIONALITIES 

AND GENDER, COMPETE FOR THE MEDAL. YOU CAN GO 
TO THE FINAL IN 4 ROUNDS CONSTANTLY CHANGING 

PARTNER BETWEEN ROUNDS, BECAUSE IT GIVES 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO PLAY WITH A PARTNER FROM 

ANOTHER COUNTRY, AND WITH YOUR PARTNER YOU 
HAVE TO PLAY TOGETHER, YOU HAVE TO COMMUNICATE 

AND WE KNOW FROM THE PAST THAT WE SAW KIDS 
SHARING THEIR SOCIAL MEDIA INFORMATION IN 

ORDER TO KEEP IN CONTACT, ONLY BECAUSE THEY 
PLAYED ONE MATCH TOGETHER IN A FRIENDSHIP 

EVENT. IT’S VERY SOCIABLE.” 

A young athlete from Serbia named Dalibor later 
confirmed the success of this new category of event. “I 
came here to win but the friendships I made are more 
important to me.” No less than five countries, Ukraine, 
Serbia, United Arab Emirates, Bulgaria, and Uganda 

were on the podium from three different continents. 

Four team sports were also included in the programme. 
The Serbian delegation could enjoy one of their 
national sports, Basketball which was also present in 
the 3X3 format, alongside Football and lastly Volleyball 
as part of the programme.  

As one of the first ever sports to grace the ISF sport 
programme, basketball continues to see further 
development in the school sport world with its 
place in the inaugural ISF U15 World School Sport 
Games. In the boy’s final, Mexico overcame the hosts 
Serbia, with Ukraine taking home the bronze. In the 
girls’ tournament, Ukraine finished first, followed by 
France and Serbia respectively. The FIBA Secretary 
General Andreas Zagklis who was in attendance at 
the ISF School Sport Forum which took place on 15 
September. “Part of our strategy is to enlarge the FIBA 
family by collaborating with the ISF that has a really 
high level of organisational capacity and sharing with 
us many of the values of the sport that basketball as a 
team sport represents”. 

The Basketball programme was enriched by the 
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were on the podium from three different continents. 

Four team sports were also included in the programme. 
The Serbian delegation could enjoy one of their 
national sports, Basketball which was also present in 
the 3X3 format, alongside Football and lastly Volleyball 
as part of the programme.  

As one of the first ever sports to grace the ISF sport 
programme, basketball continues to see further 
development in the school sport world with its 
place in the inaugural ISF U15 World School Sport 
Games. In the boy’s final, Mexico overcame the hosts 
Serbia, with Ukraine taking home the bronze. In the 
girls’ tournament, Ukraine finished first, followed by 
France and Serbia respectively. The FIBA Secretary 
General Andreas Zagklis who was in attendance at 
the ISF School Sport Forum which took place on 15 
September. “Part of our strategy is to enlarge the FIBA 
family by collaborating with the ISF that has a really 
high level of organisational capacity and sharing with 
us many of the values of the sport that basketball as a 
team sport represents”. 

The Basketball programme was enriched by the 

Basketball 3x3 which was recently included in 
the last Olympic Games which took place in Tokyo 
this year. With the sport being simple and flexible 
enough to be played anywhere and by anybody, only 
needing a hoop, a half-court and six players, the sport 
was clearly perfect to be developed in schools. With 
that, ISF held its first basketball 3x3 event in 2014, in 
Beijing, China, and has hosted two additional events 
since then. The competition took place in arguably the 
most beautiful arena, Kalemegdan Fortress arena. The 
boys from Uganda took home the gold after beating 
Serbia 1 with Ukraine finishing third. On the girls’ side, 
the young athletes from Serbia 1 beat Ukraine for gold, 
while Serbia 2 earned bronze.

Football has been in the ISF sport programme from 
the very start of ISF, back when it was formed in 1972. 
Since that inaugural ISF World School Championship 
(WSC) in Herentals, Belgium, football has had a total of 
27 WSC’s with the latest one taking place in Belgrade, 
Serbia, the very location where ISF football returns to 
the field under the inaugural U15 World School Sport 
Games. Having had such a prolific run in ISF events 
throughout the years, this U15 event, is not only the 
first time the sport has had an ISF event dedicated to a 
younger age category, but also the first time that it has 
been involved in an ISF multi-sport event.

Following the many days of games which took place, 
the finals not only concluded the football competition, 
but the U15 World School Sport Games itself, and were 
broadcast live on the Olympic Channel. After all was 
finished, it was Ukraine team 1 which took the gold in 
the boys’ competition, overcoming the event hosts 
Serbia, and their compatriots, Ukraine team 2 taking 
the bronze. For the girls, it was Brazil who pipped 
Ukraine to a clean sweep, who finished in second, 
with France finishing in third. All taking place at the 
football grounds of FK Sindjelic.

Having Brazil and Ukraine as the event winners in 
football was a fitting way to end the competition, 
seeing as Ukraine will be hosting the next WSC 
Football event in 2023, and Brazil was announced as 
the next hosts of the U15 World School Sport Games, 
also in 2023.

Volleyball was the first sport to open up the ISF 
U15 World School Sport Games in Belgrade with it 
being the only event held on the 12 September. This 
however was not the first-time volleyball has been 
involved in an ISF U15 event, having been the sport 
in which ISF launched its first ever U15 World School 
Championship back in 2019 in Poreč, Croatia, evolving 
into what we have witnessed in Belgrade, a U15 multi-
sport event.

In the Boys competition it was Bulgaria who finished 
first followed by Serbia and Ukraine respectively. For 
the Girls it was Ukraine who took the gold, overcoming 
Croatia in the final, while Montenegro finished 3rd. Aside 
from the great week of sport the school students were 
able to experience, it is always important to remember 
the educational aspects that come with school sport, 
key elements to ISF events both on and off the court. 

VANJA SEKULIC A VOLLEYBALL REFEREE DURING 
THE EVENT, EMPHASISED THIS IMPORTANCE. “THE 
PROMOTION OF SPORT AMONG YOUTH HELPS THEM 

UNDERSTAND WHAT IS IMPORTANT: HEALTH HABITS 
AND MAKING FRIENDSHIPS. BECAUSE TODAY MANY 

KIDS SPEND THEIR TIME PLAYING COMPUTER 
GAMES AND SCROLLING THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA, 

PROMOTION OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IS HUGELY 
IMPORTANT”.

Martial Arts has lately encountered a huge and 
rapid success in ISF in the last years. It is therefore 
not a surprise to have Judo, Karate and Taekwondo 
with the addition of Wrestling.  The inclusion of Judo 
in the U15 World School Sport Games Belgrade 2021 
demonstrates the current development of the sport in 
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ISF and schools. Judo was last seen in an ISF event 
back in 2018 at the ISF Gymnasiade in Morocco, and 
before that in 2017 during the inaugural ISF Combat 
Games. 

Adding Belgrade this year to its list of appearances, 
the sport now has plenty of experience in ISF multi-
sport events. A total of 137 athletes competed at Hall 
Sumice in the 16 categories, from 32kg to 66kg. “I’m so 
happy because I have the opportunity to talk about 
our sport with judo athletes from all around the 
world!” said Rihad, a young judoka from Azerbaijan, 
demonstrating the unifying factor that sport enables 
all across the world. At the end of the event, it was 
the delegation from the Russian Federation which 
showed the greatest ability taking home a total of 12 
gold medals out of the 16 on offer with Serbia and 
Ukraine being the best performing after the Russian 
Federation. 

In addition to being one of the first sports to form the 
inaugural ISF U15 World School Sport Games, Karate, 
which was integrated for the first time in the Tokyo 
Olympic Games 2020, is one of the sports that makes 
up the sport programme of the ISF Combat Games, 
which last took place in Budapest, Hungary, in 2019. 
In Belgrade, the Karate competition was held in Hall 
Pancevo and consisted of two disciplines: Kata and 
Kumite. Over the course of two days Serbia and 
Ukraine took home the majority of the gold medals. 

Jo Mirza, ISF Karate TC President took the time to 
explain to us more in detail the benefits of Karate for 
youth: “Karate first teaches self-control and discipline, 
which are key factors in life to become successful. You 
have to have them, as it is not always the smartest, 
who advances in life, it is more often those who are 
the most dedicated and disciplined.” Mateo Nacu of 
the United States of America, competing in both Kata 
and Kumite disciplines told us: “karate is the best way 
for me to express myself. It ’s important to feel confident 
to express your ideas and grow in life, with sport 
providing an outlet to achieve this.” When asked about 
the importance of the U15 World School Sport Games, 
Jo Mirza added: 

“ONE OF THE MAIN BENEFITS FOR THE ISF, ESPECIALLY 
FOR THE U15, IS GLOBALISATION OF THE SPORT, 

AND I THINK IT IS A KEY ELEMENT OUT HERE, THE 
GLOBALISATION, THE INDOCTRINATION, AND MOVING 
TO THE GLOBAL COMMUNITY DOES NOT HAPPEN FOR 
MOST ATHLETES UNTIL THEY ARE AT THE UNIVERSITY 

LEVEL OR HIGH ELITE LEVEL IN HIGH SCHOOL WHEN 
THEY ARE GOING TO THEIR NATIONAL GOVERNING 

BODIES. BUT I THINK WHAT THE ISF DOES, IT ALLOWS 
PARTICIPATION FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES AT A VERY 

YOUNG AGE, AND WHAT IS IMPORTANT FOR SPORT IS 
TO BE A GLOBAL COMMUNITY, AND THE FASTER WE TRY 

TO BECOME A GLOBAL COMMUNITY, THE BETTER THE 
WORLD IS GOING TO BE. AND THAT’S THE KEY.”

The Taekwondo competition took place in Hall 
Ranko Zeravica, where the participants showed their 
skills in 19 events in total. ISF Taekwondo Technical 
Coordinator Raj Kumar Karki spoke about the 
outcomes of the event bringing together so many 
delegations from around the world. “These U15 World 
School Sport Games has been a complete holiday 
of sports, friendship, unforgettable impressions, and 
strong emotions. The event consists of competition, 
communication, entertainment, educational activities, 
cultural experiences, as well as national representation. 
With 36 countries gathering in one place, you can see 
them laughing and spending their time together 
enjoying the company of others from around the 
world, all united in a single powerful active movement! 
And that’s very cool! And it’s even cooler that with all 
the days of competition in different events, this is the 
result!”

Mr Kumar Karki was one of the main organisers 
behind the only individual ISF taekwondo event, 
which took place online in 2020, named ISF World 
Schools Taekwondo Poomsae Virtual Championship. 
The event which gathered 484 young athletes online, 
demonstrated the strength of the sport in the world of 
school sport. 

Simani Lama, a young student-athlete from Nepal, 
shared with us what this event means to her. 
“Taekwondo is the type of sport which helps me build 
my confidence in and out of sport”. This is also a key 
aspect of the ISF U15 World School Sport Games in 
Belgrade. Athletes demonstrated not just competitive 
skills but learned about core values from the world of 
school sport.

Throughout the ISF U15 World School Sport Games, 
wrestling was one of the most visible sports, both 
from a sport and an educational perspective. On top 
of the impressive bouts which took place at the Hall 
Mladenovac as viewers from around the world had 
the opportunity to watch the girls freestyle event live 
on the Olympic Channel. The overall competition was 
dominated by the strong delegation from Ukraine, 
who finished the event with 24 out of a possible 30 
gold medals.

Regarding the educational aspect of the event, ISF 
partner United World Wrestling (UWW) took a 
front seat in providing an educational platform with 
activities and workshops throughout the event, both 
at the Fun and Skills zone in Kalemegdan Fortress, 
and around all accommodation venues, enabling as 
many student athletes as possible to engage in and 
discover the sport of wrestling. 
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Mr Kumar Karki was one of the main organisers 
behind the only individual ISF taekwondo event, 
which took place online in 2020, named ISF World 
Schools Taekwondo Poomsae Virtual Championship. 
The event which gathered 484 young athletes online, 
demonstrated the strength of the sport in the world of 
school sport. 

Simani Lama, a young student-athlete from Nepal, 
shared with us what this event means to her. 
“Taekwondo is the type of sport which helps me build 
my confidence in and out of sport”. This is also a key 
aspect of the ISF U15 World School Sport Games in 
Belgrade. Athletes demonstrated not just competitive 
skills but learned about core values from the world of 
school sport.

Throughout the ISF U15 World School Sport Games, 
wrestling was one of the most visible sports, both 
from a sport and an educational perspective. On top 
of the impressive bouts which took place at the Hall 
Mladenovac as viewers from around the world had 
the opportunity to watch the girls freestyle event live 
on the Olympic Channel. The overall competition was 
dominated by the strong delegation from Ukraine, 
who finished the event with 24 out of a possible 30 
gold medals.

Regarding the educational aspect of the event, ISF 
partner United World Wrestling (UWW) took a 
front seat in providing an educational platform with 
activities and workshops throughout the event, both 
at the Fun and Skills zone in Kalemegdan Fortress, 
and around all accommodation venues, enabling as 
many student athletes as possible to engage in and 
discover the sport of wrestling. 

UWW President Nenad Lalovic, who was present 
during the Games, had the chance to explain the role 
of wrestling in the development and education of 
youth. “This is very interesting for us to assist the ISF 
in organising competitions for younger age categories 
in our sport, and we have the greatest respect for 
this event. School sport, of course, was one of the 
main topics we wanted to discuss and develop 
in the future. Today, we negotiate with different 
governments, different ministries of sport. We believe 
that our sport, for being one of the most natural sports 
with the human body and human psychology, should 
be hugely represented in the education system.”

Additionally, Pedro Gama Filho, UWW Bureau 
Member took part in the ISF School Sport Forum 
on the 15 September, during which he spoke of the 
position wrestling can have in schools. «Wrestling is 
a natural skill and does not require equipment, that 
makes the sport very democratic, suitable to schools». 

THE MIX OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF SPORTS MADE 
THIS FIRST U15 MULTI-SPORT EVENT EXTREMELY 

SPECIAL. AS FOR MANY OF THE ATHLETES IT WAS THE 
FIRST TIME THAT COULD MEET IN AN INTERNATIONAL 

ATMOSPHERE, COMING FROM FOUR CONTINENTS 
AND SHARING SPORT AND EDUCATIONAL MOMENTS 

TOGETHER. THE COOPERATION DEVELOPED BY ISF 
WITH THE INTERNATIONAL SPORT FEDERATIONS 

HIGHLY CONTRIBUTED TO ENSURING THE QUALITY 
OF THE EVENT AND HELPING TO KEEP THE YOUNG 

PARTICIPANTS ACTIVE AND INVOLVED IN SPORT AS AN 
EDUCATIONAL TOOL FOR THEIR ENTIRE LIFE. 
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T he event in Belgrade was the opportunity 
to apply a new concept regarding protocol 
ceremonies. Indeed, the ISF decided to 

combine the Opening and Closing ceremonies in a 
single Ceremony which took place halfway through 
the Games titled as the ‘Be Together Ceremony’.

THE DENOMINATION REFERS TO THE NEW MOTTO OF 
THE IOC ADDING THE WORD “TOGETHER” TO “CITIUS, 

ALTIUS, FORTIUS, – TOGETHER” (AUGUST 2021). 

It also sends the message of meeting the ISF Family 
again, after a period of almost 2 years without any 
physical international school sport events. In these 
inaugural games, this ceremony took place on 15 
September, at the location of the Fun and Skills zone, 
at the Kalemegdan fortress.

As is usual for all major multi-sport competitions, the 
programmes of the different sports overlapped, and 
the different educational and cultural activities were 
then added to the sports programmes. It is for this 
reason the ISF took advantage of the progress made 
through the School Sport Forum on 15 September 
in the presence of international speakers and local 
authorities to make this ceremony.

It was also with the wish to minimise waiting and 
travel time at the start and end of the event while 
maintaining a tight schedule, that the ISF decided to 
apply this ceremony format.

Lastly, in the context of COVID-19, the ISF did not 
wish to multiply the gatherings and wanted to create 
a strong moment containing both the stages of the 
two traditional Opening and Closing ceremonies. It is 
for this reason that the parade of athletes started the 
ceremony and was ended with the passing of the ISF 
flag to the next U15 WSSG organiser, which will be 
Brazil.

The ‘Be Together Ceremony’ was then followed in 
the programme by the traditional ISF event called 
the ‘Nations Night’. This event promoted cultural 
exchanges between the participating countries. The 
participants were invited to present their cultural 
background in an original way and so to promote 
their country. In Belgrade, the ceremony took place at 
two locations. The main scene was the location of the 
traditional dances providing the opportunity to present 
traditional clothing of each delegation while the tents 
assigned to each theme of the Fun and Skills zone were 
transformed into tents by participating delegations in 
which the athletes could exchange souvenirs bearing 
the symbols of their country and even allow them to 
taste some culinary specialties. 

The VIP’s who attended the ‘Be Together Ceremony’ 
enjoyed mixing with the 2500 members of 
delegations passing from one tent to the other. ISF 
President Laurent Petrynka, was accompanied 
amongst other guests by the Serbian Minister of Sport, 
Vanja Udovičić, as well as Marcelo Magalhaes, Minister 
of Sport of Brazil. For the young athletes representing 
their countries it was a magical moment to be able to 
meet both sports and political high-ranking authorities 
in an informal and festive setting while presenting their 
country. It is this mixture which constitutes the spirit 
of the ISF. This is what the ISF aims to instil in youth, 
and apply the slogan ‘Be Together ’.
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T he morning of 15 September marked yet 
another historic moment for the International 
School Sport Federation with the launch of 

the ISF School Sport Forum ‘The Springboard for 
a healthy lifestyle’ taking place in the context of ISF 

U15 World School Sport Games in Belgrade. This 
ISF creation presented the opportunity to gather a 
wide variety of governmental decision makers in the 
fields of sport and education as well as some of the 
most renowned and respected organisations and 
federations to discuss the role of education and sport 
in the development of youth.

The President of the ISF, 
Laurent Petrynka said while 
welcoming the guests that 
it is only by cooperating and 
exchanging methods that young 
people will best benefit from 
School Sport. He said it must be 

the place of discovery, learning and understanding the 
role of sport for life and the path to organised sport 
and its values as for many young people, because 
school is the only place for many where they can 
practice sport in a structured environment. “Sport 
is an effective learning tool even for themes going 
beyond sport itself, and we believe that it is not 
enough used, particularly by public authorities.” He 
ended by assuring everyone in attendance that this 
concept will be a staple in the ISF calendar “As we 
believe that the opportunities to speak about school 
sport and to share experiences are too few. We can 
confirm that an ISF School Sport Forum will take place 
on a yearly basis.”

It is crucial to bring together the most active 
stakeholders in sport and policymaking during the 
Forum and to understand how ISF and its partners 
can contribute to the initiatives of UNESCO, the 
European Commission or WADA. It is by developing 
this type of initiative that the ISF will achieve its six 
major objectives:

 � Increase the quantity of physical activities inside the schools
 � Strengthen the roles of organised sport and school sport organisation
 � Fight the drop-in physical activity
 � Spread out the Olympic values through school sport
 � Contribute to Gender Equality in Sport
 � Cross collaboration among stakeholders for Mega Sport events

SCHOOL SPORT FORUM 
BELGRADE 2021:

THE SPRINGBOARD FOR A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE

ENGAGING IN MODERATE TO INTENSE PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
DURING THE SCHOOL-AGE YEARS IS A CRITICAL TIME 
FOR CHILDREN TO DEVELOP THE MOTOR SKILLS AND 
KNOWLEDGE THAT WILL ENABLE THEM TO DEVELOP 

HEALTHY LIFELONG PHYSICAL FITNESS HABITS.

CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS WHO ARE 6 YEARS AND 
OLDER CAN ACHIEVE IMPORTANT HEALTH BENEFITS 

BY GETTING 1 HOUR (60 MINUTES) OR MORE OF DAILY 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY. A META-ANALYSIS PUBLISHED IN 

2017 CONCLUDED THAT PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IMPROVES 
MATHEMATICS, READING, AND GENERAL COMPOSITE 

SCORES IN YOUTH. INCORPORATING PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 
INTO THE CLASSROOM SETTING WAS ALSO SHOWN TO 
BE BENEFICIAL TO INCREASING THE AMOUNT OF TIME 

STUDENTS SPENT FOCUSING ON THE ACADEMIC TASKS 
ASSIGNED TO THEM.

THE EDUCATION SYSTEM IS VIEWED AS CRITICAL IN 
EDUCATING AND PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG 

PEOPLE TO BECOME INDEPENDENTLY PHYSICALLY 
ACTIVE FOR LIFE. IN PARTICULAR, PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

(PE) HAS BEEN RECOGNISED AS HAVING A KEY ROLE TO 
PLAY. BECAUSE IT IS GUARANTEED TO REACH VIRTUALLY 
ALL CHILDREN, PHYSICAL EDUCATION IS THE ONLY SURE 
OPPORTUNITY FOR NEARLY ALL SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN 
TO ACCESS HEALTH-ENHANCING PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES.
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Following these opening 
words from President Petrynka, 
First Deputy Prime Minister & 
Minister of Education of Serbia 
Mr Branko Ružić outlined 
the importance of national 
education and sport. “Serbia 

cherishes a very rich educational tradition and the 
government advocates and invests a great deal in 
sport. We pay special attention to the development 
of sport in school; therefore, it is important to re-
emphasise the importance of this topic. Physical 
activity and sport engagement at the school age is 
very important for the proper development of children.” 
He then spoke about the important benefits to sport 
programmes in schools “School sport programmes 
covering all students must ensure the fostering of a 
healthy lifestyle. Such activities enrich the social life of 
school students, developing and nurturing friendships.”

To conclude, Mr Vanja 
Udovičić Minister of Youth 
and Sport of Serbia spoke 
about the importance of taking 
advantage of such opportunities 
to assemble important figures 
from the worlds of sport and 

education are important, emphasising “We do not 
have many opportunities to meet and talk about 
important topics of society, and because of that I am 
very proud that today in Belgrade we can hold this 
important forum and speak about the most important 
topics regarding sport and education for youth.” He 
continued by saying “For events such as the U15 World 
School Sport Games currently taking place here in 
Belgrade, we can agree that the competition results 
don’t represent the sole importance of the event. It is 
our goal is to provide children with opportunities to 
learn about values such as fair play, gender equality, 
and respect. Because of this, we are grateful to the 
ISF for this opportunity to hold this incredible event 
and we look forward to seeing the remaining days 
unfold.”

UNESCO representative Nancy McLennan, who was 
the first to introduce the main theme of the Forum, 
made a presentation entitled: “Delivering results 
in health, education and equality through sport” 
by presenting two of UNESCO’s sports programs, 
“Sport values in every classroom” and “Fit for life”. 
She underlined that UNESCO is driven by “quality 
physical education as the basis of healthy lifestyle”. 
In the post-Covid 19 phase and given the results of 
the UNESCO survey on the impact of Covid 19 on 
health, she said we must work together so that sport 
acquires a new place and a new dimension in public 
policies commensurate with the impact it can have on 
communities by applying a data-driven approach to 
deliver quality physical education. “We need to work 
together to gather evidence on the role of sport and 

of quality physical education (QPE) in achieving 
results in education, health and equality, to advocate 
for increased and sustainable investment in sport and 
QPA to accelerate recovery COVID (human, social 
and economic) and respond to the urgent need for 
an integrated practice and a common reflection at 
the political and local levels to amplify the impact,’’ 
she said.

She was followed by Ms Florencia Van Houdt, 
Head of Unit for Sport of European Commission, 
who drew the same conclusion as the representative 
of UNESCO, while the European Commission is 
preparing to launch its new initiative for sport on 
23 September, “#HealthyLifestyle4All”. It aims to 
contribute encouraging the practice of sport and 
breaking down barriers preventing the practice of 
sport and having equitable access to information. 
She presented some examples through which the 
European Commission helps to promote sport. 
These include items such as increasing Erasmus 
+ opportunities for sport, sharing good practices in 
sport, opening and maintaining dialogue between 
sports organizations, the publication of studies on the 
common interest such as innovation and green deal. 
She concluded by inviting all stakeholders to join the 
“#HealthyLifestyle4All” initiative.

The first panel session began 
with remarks from Ms Kady 
Tounkara, World Anti-Doping 
Agency (WADA) Chair of 
Education. She initially focused 
on the stronger educational 
dimension of WADA as 

international standards for education were set and 
WADA partners had to include educational activities in 
their plans. Secondly, she underlined the prevention 
approach developed by WADA. Whilst also insisting 
on the importance of cooperation with the public 
authorities which manage school programs in order 
to instil sport values in schools. “Ultimately it ’s about 
prevention. The goal is to ensure that every athlete is 
educated. We believe all athletes start ‘clean’. Therefore, 
the way WADA engages in this is through education 
first.”

SPORT VALUES IN EVERY CLASSROOM 

WHAT EMERGED FROM THE SPEAKERS OF THE FIRST-
ROUND TABLE ENTITLED “THE VALUES OF SPORT IN 

ALL CLASSES” OF THE ISF SCHOOL SPORT FORUM IS 
THAT INVESTMENT IN SCHOOL SPORT IS CRUCIAL AND 

THAT PUBLIC AUTHORITIES AND SPORTS FEDERATIONS 
MUST WORK MORE CLOSELY TOGETHER IN A SPIRIT 
OF “PARTNERSHIP FOR GOALS” (UNITED NATIONS 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL 17).
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sport is not a subject like any other at school. It must 
be taught differently. The IJf bases its entire school 

programme on fun, which is why teachers are called 
‘entertrainers’. children want to have fun first and values 

will develop as they practice. The IJf promotes the 
learning-by-doing approach. 

Mr. Nicolas Messner
International Judo Federation Media Director

We wish that through the most natural and one of the 
oldest sports, young people acquire skills to become 
champions in their lives. school sport is so important 

that we have developed programs such as ‘More than 
Medals’ and ‘Wrestle4fun’ to better approach athletes in 

school sport.

Mr. Pedro Gama Filho 
United World Wrestling Bureau Member

cooperation between school sport federations and 
basketball federations can work wonders when it 

comes to developing a curriculum on how to teach 
the fundamentals of each sport for lifelong enjoyment. 
basketball initiation and learning programs should be 

similar in the school environment as in clubs.

Mr. Andreas Zagklis
International Basketball Federation Secretary General

The ‘shuttle Time’ gives every child the chance to play 
for life, the programme set up for schools has become 

so important that the motto has become the bWf 
motto as an organisation to spread out our core values: 
respect, equity and inclusion. This is a major impact for 
the programme dedicated by bWf to school sport and 
thanks to it we have developed badminton for outdoors.

Mr. David Cabello
Badminton World Federation Board Member
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We also noted the representatives of the international 
sports federations underline that approaching school 
sport has direct consequences, on the adaptation of 
the equipment (weight of the ball and test policy with 
“mini-basketball” for FIBA, type of shuttlecock and 
creation of a new sport “air badminton” for the BWF 
to play outdoors) and on the methods of teaching the 
sport or investment in school programmes.

All Federations insist on the fact that the approach 
must be firstly centred on the pleasure of practicing. 
This facilitates the learning of fundamental techniques 
and sporting values but of ‘first children must be 
happy by playing school sports (‘Entertrainer ’ and 
environment of happiness as a central policy for the 
IJF or the ‘Wrestle4Fun’ programme for the UWW).

Everyone agrees that playing sport from an early age 
allows young people to better understand the sporting 
environment and to get involved longer and to practice 
sport in the most appropriate way throughout life. The 
need to extend the process of identifying

THE SECOND PANEL SESSION DEVOTED TO “HEALTHY 
LIVING HABITS FOR STUDENTS” FOCUSED ON THE 

VARIETY OF OFFERS AND SOLUTIONS TO BE OFFERED 
TO YOUNG PEOPLE FOR EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

BASED ON THE SERBIAN EXPERIENCE.

The need to extend the process of identifying the 
most suitable physical activity for everyone so that 
the person can flourish through physical activity 
must be linked to broader health policies than those 
usually mentioned, such as orthopedic deficiencies or 
even the strengthening of bones and the balance of 
the body. The desire to play sports should be created 
by setting clear goals and plans based on individual 
needs. The reasons why the various partners must 
engage in this type of broader innovative programs 
are that school sport is the activity that allows young 
people to have the most regular sporting activity and 
that allows them to maintain a good health. This is the 
fundamental impact of school sport.

The Forum was also the opportunity to highlight 
actions undertaken by France and Ukraine in terms of 
mega school sport events.

Mr. Karim Herida, Deputy to 
the interministerial delegate for 
major sporting events (DIGES), 
of the French Ministry of Sports, 
presented  the actions around 
the  “Olympic generation Paris 
2024” concept as part of the 

hosting of the 19th ISF Gymnasiade - Normandie 
2022. These are being called the “Games before 
the Games“.

School sport is important because, for 80% of young 
people, it provides most of the sporting activity. 
He insists on the dramatic situation of young French 
teenagers while sedentary lifestyle increases among 
young people as the abandonment of sports activities, 
with the formula “the chairs kill”. It is for these 
reasons that France is hosting the 2024 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games and the ISF - Normandie 2022 
Gymnasiade. With the Gymnasiade, it is important 
to show French youth that the legacy of the Olympic 
Games is built well in advance with the Gymnasiade.

Arthur Seletskiy, Deputy 
Minister of the Ministry of 
Education and Science of 
Ukraine, under the theme 
“Physical culture. Healthy 
generation « present some 
initiatives that are taken within 

schools in Ukraine, such as “active breaks” or the 
introduction of Cool Games activities at national level 
as well as Esport which must be done in conjunction 
with physical activities. At the initiative of the ISF with 
the Universal Teachers Games, we are developing 
activities dedicated to physical education teachers. 
Finally, Ukraine wants to host more major international 
sporting events since 2019.

THE OTHER SIGNIFICANT MOMENT OF THE DAY WAS 
THE OFFICIAL COMPLETION OF A MEMORANDUM OF 

UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN ISF AND FIDE, SIGNED BY ISF 
PRESIDENT LAURENT PETRYNKA AND FIDE PRESIDENT 

ARKADY DVORKOVICH.

Mr Arkady Dvorkovich, President 
of FIDE, said that he is extremely 
excited to develop closer 
cooperation with the school 
sport community to bring chess 
to schools from the grassroot 
level. This will be accomplished 

through the ISF online chess championship and to the 
ISF Multisport Mega-Events as the first ISF U15 WSSG 
Belgrade 2021.

ISF President Laurent Petrynka said that the great 
thing about chess is that in every school he goes 
to in the world there is at least one teacher who 
is passionate about chess who is ready to develop 
chess activities for school sport.
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T he ISF U15 World School Sport Games also 
guaranteed significant doses of education 
and entertainment for the student-athletes. 

During the whole week, the participants and the local 
community could access the Fun and Skills zone, 
a large open village area filled with a wide range of 
activities and surrounded by booths set up by various 
stakeholders, all located in the Kalemegdan Fortress, 
in Belgrade.

The event gathered various different ISF partners 
providing interactive games to the kids in which they 
also had the opportunity to discover new practices 
and sports such as volleyball, badminton, wrestling, 
esports and golf.

There was also space for educational activities that 
presented to the participants the leading values of the 
ISF, such as Olympic Values, Fair Play, Clean Sport, 
and the Sustainable Development Goals of the United  

Nations. 

 � COOPERATIVE VALUE-BASED ACTIVITIES
 � OPEN FIVE DAYS, 13-17 SEPTEMBER 
 �MIXING ACTIVITIES FOR ACQUIRING BROADER KNOWLEDGE 
ABOUT THE VALUES, SKILLS, CULTURE & PRACTICES
 � 10 TOPICS: GENDER EQUALITY, GREEN FRIENDLY, FAIR PLAY, 
NUTRITION, ANTI-DOPING (CLEAN SPORT), SAFEGUARDING, 
OLYMPIC VALUES, WRESTLING, BADMINTON, E-SPORTS

The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) was one of 
the stakeholders present at the Fun and Skill Zone, 
hosting a booth to provide information to the young 
participants about anti-doping. WADA’s Education 
Committee Chair, Kady Tounkara stated it is important 
to continue implementing concepts such as those 
held during the Fun and Skills Zone. 

“I WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE ISF FOR ALSO 
HAVING AN OUTREACH BOOTH. FOR HAVING AN 

EDUCATIONAL STAND WITH EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL 
ABOUT ANTI-DOPING. I THINK THIS IS REALLY THE 
WAY FORWARD. I THINK EVERY EVENT ORGANISER 

SHOULD HAVE SUCH INITIATIVES. I’M REALLY LOOKING 
FORWARD TO A FRUITFUL COLLABORATION IN THE 

FUTURE. FROM THE WADA EDUCATION END WE WILL 
BE LOOKING FORWARD TO WORKING WITH ISF IN 

THE FUTURE TO ENSURE THAT THEY HAVE ALL THE 
MATERIAL THAT THEY NEED TO CREATE AWARENESS 

AND SENSITISE YOUTH, BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT IT’S 
REALLY IMPORTANT AT THIS AGE TO BE ENGAGED ON 

THIS TOPIC.”

FUN & 
SKILLS ZONE
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Fair play and Gender equality were also topics the kids 
were in contact with through playing sport. Basketball 
was used as tool to make youth understand that the 
game is more important than the victory itself. Players 
had to throw the ball to a basket faster than their 
opponent, and the second place would sign a paper 
acknowledging the faster player was better this time. 
There were also games about sharing the space or 
equipment equally between people, and above all 
between boys and girls.

During the event we had the opportunity to interview 
Mr Gabor Deregan, Head of the Presidential Office at 
the International Fair Play Committee, to discuss about 
the importance of the Fair Play values and workshops 
promoted in the Fun and Skill Zone of the ISF U15 
World School Sport Games. 

“THE ISF U15 WORLD SCHOOL SPORT GAMES PROVIDED 
AN OPPORTUNITY TO COMPETE A MULTI-SPORT EVENT 

FOR A YOUNGER AGE GROUP, WHO WERE PERHAPS 
FACING A COMPETITION OF THIS KIND FOR THE FIRST 

TIME. IT REFLECTED THE NATURE OF THE OLYMPIC 
GAMES IN A SMALL WAY. THE CREATION OF THE FUN 

AND SKILLS ZONE WAS GREATLY APPRECIATED. 
THE ZONE WAS MORE THAN THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE 

EVENT. CHILDREN FROM AROUND THE WORLD COULD 
PLAY TOGETHER, DISCOVER THINGS ABOUT OTHER 
CULTURES AND TRY DIFFERENT GAMES AND TOOLS 
TOGETHER. PARTICIPATING IN THE ISF U15 WORLD 
SCHOOL SPORT GAMES WAS IMPORTANT FOR THE 
INTERNATIONAL FAIR PLAY COMMITTEE, SO THAT 

CHILDREN COULD HAVE THE POSSIBILITY TO MEET AND 
ENGAGE IN IDEAS WHILE TALKING ABOUT FAIR PLAY 

WITH PROFESSIONALS.”

Student Athletes also had the opportunity to learn 
about safety in Sport. Participants received flyers 
with relevant orientations on the topic. “In the ISF, 
we believe that children have the right to play in an 
environment where they are safe, and their voices 
are heard. We profited from the opportunity of having 
athletes reunited to raise awareness on safeguarding 
and safety concepts”, explains Sophie Bordet, ISF 
Safeguarding Officer and Executive Committee 
Member. The educational activities, that took place in 
the Fun and Skills zone and the multiple Workshop 
sessions that were held throughout the event. 
These meetings were specially planned to make the 
message accessible to youth through acting. Real 
stories of ex student-athletes that had been exposed 
to different forms of abuse were played by actors 
and then discussed with the student-athletes.

Outside of the competition, the Badminton 
World Federation (BWF) also set activities for 
all participants at the Fun & Skills Zone, a space 
dedicated to educational activities of the event. All 

athletes had the opportunity to test their skills in 
the sport and play with kids from other countries. “I 
think that it ’s a really great experience to make young 
people from everywhere exchange and to give them 
the opportunity to network. The most important for 
us is having also been part of the team on the Fun 
& Skills Zone, proposing extra activities around the 
tournament that are really key”, said David Cabello, a 
board member of the BWF.

In order to provide educational aspects to the event, 
the United World Wrestling (UWW) implemented 
certain activities in the Fun & Skills Zone at the 
Kalemegdan fortress, as well as in the different sport 
accommodations for the event. The main goal was to 
propose activities that can develop self-confidence 
in students and share important knowledge of 
safeguarding and anti-doping in sport, through 
wrestling. From the UWW side there has been a lot 
of expertise brought in for this educational aspect of 
the event. Experts, former athletes, and coaches have 
been mobilised to organise workshops throughout 
the week. Zach Erret, Education Manager of UWW, 
and an Olympic Wrestling Referee and Coach, spoke 
to ISF about some of the most unique aspects of 
conducting educational activities in an international 
environment during the U15 World School Sport 
Games in Belgrade: “One of the most challenging 
and interesting moments was observing athletes 
going through the activities. With a language barrier at 
times limiting the traditional communication methods, 
it was important to use creative and innovative 
ways to convey messages and instructions to help 
participants discover knowledge and skills as well as 
express themselves.”

Above all, the Fun and Skill Zone had the most 
important role during the event, being the place 
where everyone gathered with their peers from 
other countries in a fun and safe environment. As 
they played, student-athletes had the opportunity to 
discover different cultures interacting with kids of their 
age, from different backgrounds, brought together by 
their mutual passion for sport.
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INTERVIEWS 
WITH ISF PARTNERS

Kady Tounkara 
(WADA)

David Cabello
(BWF)

Nenad Lalovic 
(UWW)

Nicolas Messner
(IJF)

Gabor Deregan 
(CIFP)

Andreas Zagklis 
(FIBA)
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You were a top athlete and are now a leader of an 
anti-doping organisation. We would like to have 
your impressions of this event and the educational 
programme you lead in cooperation with ISF?

I t’s a great honour to be here. I feel like this event is so 
exciting. As you said, I was a former athlete. I did compete 

in school sports in France when I was younger. And I’m a three-
time French national champion, but I never got the opportunity 
to attend such an event. So, I can just imagine what it is like 
to be under 15 and be able to travel to another country and 
meet other young athletes at this age. I think this is just an 
incredible opportunity. I think the difference between my time 
and this time is that we can no longer ignore the wellbeing of 
athletes, and that entails being able to educate them about very 
important topics such as anti-doping harassment and abuse 
or career transition. So, I believe that it is no longer possible 
to hold such an event without having educational stands or 
educational opportunities there also for athletes. We know that 
for an athlete to perform and to have great result, they also 
need to be fit mentally and to have all the right conditions and 
educational background to exceed on the field of play.

So, I believe these are the times we are in.

I am very excited to be here and to speak on behalf of education, 
especially clean sport, and anti-doping. With this age group, we 
really focus on values. We want to focus on promoting values 
while they’re here. Why do they love sports so much? It is 
because of the very important values that sports entail, such as 
respect, inclusion, equity. Those are the key messages we want 
to bring to them and to speak about clean sport and playing 
sports too.

We know in your comments at the school sport forum 
yesterday, you underlined that WADA was focused on 
prevention. Could you outline this approach and how ISF 
can work together with WADA on this mission?   

We now have a new standalone Education Department created 
at WADA because WADA wants to also focus on prevention. 
Especially with young athletes where we can instil the values 
of sport at an early age. We want athletes before getting tested 
to be educated. It is so important. We have a lot of tools that are 
being created and that are available, ready for this age group. 
For example, we now have on the Anti-Doping Education and 
Learning platform (ADEL) by WADA which includes education 
programmes for this age group. For example, ADEL for Talented 
Athletes – they can find on ADEL, they can go online, be 
engaged, educated about anti-doping, and learn how to protect 
themselves. Prevention is key and is a key priority of WADA. I 

believe all stakeholders or sports event organisers such as 
you, the ISF, are now understanding that is crucial. And this is 
a collaborative work. It is a collaborative effort.  It’s not only the 
work of WADA, but also of the sport’s movement, and of public 
authorities to ensure that we can educate the youth about clean 
sport.

Do you believe that youth, especially the ones that are 
not engaged with sport know of WADA?

I don’t think it’s really important for youth at this age to 
understand the role of WADA. I think that’s not the goal. 

Ultimately, they need to understand that they need to protect 
themselves, that they will have phases in their life, in their 
career, if they want to pursue sport where they can be tempted 
by doping for many reasons. Scientific research has been able 
to depict those stages where an athlete can be vulnerable 
to doping in sport. We want to protect them for when this 
time comes in their career. And that can be because they’re 
injured as one example. That can be because they’re changing 
categories, especially when it comes to youth moving to seniors 
as another example. And it can be at different stages where they 
can be tempted. What we want to tell them is to be careful, be 
protected, educate yourself, to put that in your wallet, put 
that in your backpack, you know, as you would your 
water bottle. You need to also put education in to 
protect yourself. And that’s what we want to tell them at 
this age. And we want to tell them, enjoy sport, because 
that’s what they’re here for. Enjoy sport but be safe, be 
careful and protect yourself.

Do you believe ISF, and WADA can further work together 
such as with older age categories?

Y es, definitely. Not only between WADA and the ISF. I’ll just 
mention that the tools that we have, the Sport Values in Every 

Classroom, done in collaboration with different stakeholders, 
including UNESCO, the International Olympic Committee. And so 
that’s available for children from 8 to 12 years old. And this tool 
is available for School Teachers and Educators, they can use it 
in a classroom format outside of the classroom to engage the 
kids on clean sport, but really with having values as the main 
learning.

For the age group a bit older than that, we also have the WADA’s 
Anti-Doping Education and Learning Platform (ADEL) for Talented 
Athletes, as I mentioned before. But different stakeholders also 
have different initiatives. The role of WADA is to be an enabler in 
this sense. Giving the opportunity and support for stakeholders 

Kady Tounkara
World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) Chair of Education
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to also design their own tools. The International Standard for 
Education just came into place this year as part of World Anti-
Doping Program. This requires every signatory of the World 
Anti-Doping Code to develop an education plan, to deliver it and 
to be able to monitor and evaluate it. We want to enable them to 
do that. Stakeholders also have the freedom to design their own 
education programmes and tools, and that’s fine, too. It’s not 
about always using the WADA tools. WADA tools are available, 
they are free, and they can be customised. They can be 
translated into many languages if stakeholders need. We want 
to enable the creation and the delivery of educational material.

How do you see generally the future cooperation with 
ISF? And what would be the next step for WADA and 
ISF?

I really hope this collaboration goes on. I’m very excited to be 
here. I would like to thank ISF for the invitation and for taking 

the wellbeing of young talented athletes into consideration 
during this event. I think this is really important that we 
collaborate in the future. I would like to congratulate ISF for also 
having an Outreach booth. For having an educational stand with 
educational material about anti-doping. I think this is really the 
way forward. I think every event organiser should have such 
initiatives. I’m really looking forward to a fruitful collaboration 
in the future.

We from the WADA Education end will be looking forward to 
working with ISF in the future to ensure that they have all the 
material that they need to create awareness and sensitise 
youth, because we know that it’s really important at this age 
to be engaged on this topic. Also, we know that we all have a 
common goal, to ensure that those children can compete clean, 
that they can grow into healthy and amazing human beings 
who can have a positive impact on society through sport. So 
that’s really the goal of everyone. We’re looking forward to 
continuing to collaborate.

How does the participation of young people in events 
such as the ISF U15 World School Sport Games help in 
the development of basketball?

F IBA and the ISF have a long-standing relationship, and 
my presence here is but more confirmation of this good 

partnership. I believe it is important during these times of the 
pandemic that also young age categories, school kids, student 
athletes, especially at a very young age of under 15, have the 
opportunity to gain international experience. 

Here we have one of the biggest events after the Olympic 
Games in terms of number of participants. And I must say, we’re 
particularly happy with the fact that ISF has embraced the 
new basketball Olympic discipline, 3x3 basketball, which we 
hope after this event will also attract more and more interest 
of schools worldwide bringing more young people to the sport. 

What are your thoughts on the fact that both basketball 
and basketball 3x3 are in the U15 World School Sport 
Games programme? What kind of message does it 
send to the world? 

F IBA has been there since the beginning of the of the 
pandemic in very close collaboration with its federations, as 

well as with other colleagues, other institutions in in the world 
of sports like the ISF. So, we are very pleased to see the level of 
basketball activity in a multisport event like this.

It is certainly an event that sends a strong message of resilience 
about the sports family. For us, it is part of our strategy to 
enlarge the FIBA family by collaborating with an institution that 
has a really high level of organisational capacity, like the ISF, 
and who is also sharing with us many of the sports values that 
basketball as a team sport represents. 

What is your vision of the future cooperation to get to 
the next step?

W ith the growing interest in basketball, we have new areas 
of collaboration with the ISF, certainly depending on every 

country. We will encourage our federations, as well as the school 
sport federations, to work closer together in order to have more 
and more players licensed and joining, between schools and 
clubs. This is a very important synergetic relationship at our 
level. An activity that is very close to our strategy of women 
in basketball is also now in development, and I think very 
soon we will be able to together with the ISF, announce a joint 
programme to that effect. 

Andreas Zagklis
Secretary General of the International Basketball Federation (FIBA)
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Nenad Lalovic
President of United World Wrestling (UWW)

How did the cooperation between ISF and United World 
Wrestling begin?

W e started our close cooperation in 2017 by signing the 
Memorandum with ISF President Laurent Petrynka, 

and since then, we have tried to assist the ISF in organising 
competitions for younger age classes in our sport. This is very 
interesting for us, and we have the greatest respect for this 
event.

How does an event like ISF U15 help in the development 
of a sport such as wrestling? 

S ince 2014 we have completely changed the approach of our 
activities and their development. School sport, of course, 

was one of the main topics we wanted to discuss and develop 
in the future. Today, we negotiate with different governments 
and ministries of sport, so we can have wrestling in primary 
school education. Maybe the strongest national championship 
is the collegiate level one in the US. We believe that our sport, 
for being one of the most natural sports with the human body 
and human psychology, should be hugely represented in the 
education system.

How can wrestling collaborate on the development of 
student-athletes? What does the sport offer that makes 
it so unique?

I would say it is a natural sport. The way athletes fight and 
grab, if you go to kindergartens, you will see similar moves 

of the kids when they play. And this is the same within nature. If 
you look at a bear grabbing, it is wrestling. So, the movements 
are natural for human bodies and human brains. And besides 
that, wrestling is one of the hardest, most exhausting, 
and demanding sports and develops the physical and the 
psychological strengths of those who are performing. 

Why is it important to provide this kind of sport 
experience to the young generations?

W hen we speak about development, we speak about 
spreading the practice of one sport. But it is not only 

that. It must be done in a professional way. Because wrestling 
might be a dangerous sport too, especially, when we have 
a different level of skills between two opponents. And while 
trying to have more countries take part in our competition, 
we are also educating them to be at the level of others. And 
this is not always easy, especially today when all sports have 
a huge problem with educators, coaches in all specific sports. 
So, providing coaches for all those areas of the world is not an 
easy task. On the other hand, we have maybe the best basis of 
all sports for the development of our sport. The reason is that 
traditional wrestling exists all around the world, in villages, 
from Africa to Yakutia, from the south of Argentina to China. 
There are villages in Mongolia where a wedding cannot begin 
without a wrestling match. This tradition is very deeply planted 
in the soul of human beings.

David Cabello
Badminton World Federation (BWF) Board Member

Why is sport in school an important strategy of 
the Badminton World Federation and how will this 
partnership with ISF help you to achieve and develop 
the sport of badminton?

F rom the beginning school strategy has been a key driver 
of BWF. We started developing a school programme called 

‘Shuttle Time’ 10 years ago now, and it has become our most 

powerful tool to develop our sport. The original name of the 
programme ‘Shuttle Time, giving every child a chance to play 
for life’ has become the overall BWF vision. So today everyone 
is focused on developing youth and to help them through the 
school network, so for us our partnership with the International 
School Sport Federation is really key so we want to increase this 
partnership and to be sure that both institutions together are 
able to develop our sport and the values of our sport among all 
young people.
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What were your initial impressions of the U15 World 
School Sport Games in Belgrade?

I t’s always nice and refreshing to see young people gathering 
together with the special purpose of practicing sport together. 

In this case I believe it’s not only about performance, but also 
about human relations, which is so important nowadays in our 
individualist societies. I was particularly hit by the very friendly 
and positive atmosphere that rained during the opening 
ceremony with people learning about each other, enjoying 
themselves and simply being happy. I think that happiness is 
one of the most beautiful things we can bring to youth and the 
U15 World School Sport Games definitely did it.

Why is it important for younger generations to have 
access to school sport events such as this?

There are many reasons for that. First of all, as already 
stated, bringing together young people from different 

horizons and different backgrounds of various cultures, is 
crucial for the development of a more just society, which is 
non-discriminatory based. At school, the younger generation 
learn skills for life. Sports are and should be among the skills 
for life that are learned at school. It’s not only about running 
and jumping, but also about interaction, learning to win and to 
lose, interacting with others. The U15 World School Sport Games 
created a platform of interaction. For some of the participants 
it will be the only activity they will do outside the regular 
curriculum. For others it might be the first international event 
they participate in before reaching higher summits in terms of 
sport results (international competition, world championships, 
Olympic Games). All of them will remember that. With events 
like this we build memories.

How key is it to address younger generations about the 
importance of school sport values and raise awareness 
about sport in Schools?

Too often sport is not perceived in a positive manner. It’s 
compulsory (like mathematics or history), it’s tiring, it’s not 

useful but it’s actually the opposite. Sport must be fun, must 
be attractive. Often the sport teacher knows more about the 
pupils than any other person. Sport also helps to fight against 
bullying and obesity. It helps to create a better lifestyle. Beyond 
the practice itself, through sport, the young generations can 
learn values that are the cemented in a well-balanced society: 
respect, self-control, honesty, friendship… all values that in 
judo we are clearly and loudly promoting. Without respecting 
the rules, it’s not possible to play sport, so why not apply that 
to daily life. That’s why sport at school is crucial and is as 
important as any other lesson.

How does a school sport event like this help in the 
development of Judo?

J udo was created as an educational tool, part of a global 
vision that was to create a better society. The best age 

to start judo is 6 to 8 years old, which is the school age. The 
IJF has developed an extensive Judo in School programme 
because we believe that the values taught on a tatami are more 
than important. With these values also come skills for life like 
learning how to fall down. This is useful and necessary on the 
tatami, but also outside, in the courtyard for instance. Learning 
to fall down is also about learning to rise again. Therefore, it 
teaches resilience. A school sport event is a place where we 
can talk about those subjects and put words and actions to 
something that might look a little unclear. We are always happy 
to see that judo is part of a school sport event programme. This 
is our place, and we are proud of it. 

Nicolas Messner
International Judo Federation (IJF) Media & Communication Director

This is the first time that the ISF is organising this 
multi-sport event with badminton integrated in its 
programme. What does it mean to you in terms of 
development of the sport of badminton in schools?

I  have to congratulate the ISF for its determination to put in 
place this event, especially considering the challenging time 

we have all been through. It’s a great experience for youth from 
around the world to exchange and interact with each other. 

From our perspective, the extra activities organised outside 
the competition are very key to the event itself. They provide 
all the participating students an extra opportunity to interact 
and for self-growth, as they experience other cultures. For us 
what is most important, is to be a part of the Fun and Skills 
Zone which as incredible concept, which I have been able to 
experience myself having visited it during the event. It was for 
us the first opportunity to show the school sport community 
our new outdoor game, which is air badminton, allowing 
everyone to chance to practice with the air shuttlecock that we 
have developed, so we are delighted to be here and have this 
opportunity.
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 In terms of Fair Play spirit and interactions, what are 
your impressions on this 1st ISF U15 World School Sport 
Games 2021 in Belgrade – Serbia?

T his 1st ISF U15 World School Sport Games is a forward-looking 
initiative which provided the opportunity for a younger age 

group to compete in a multi-sport event, who were perhaps 
entering a competition of this kind for the first time. It reflected 
the nature of the Olympic Games in some way, competitors 
of many different sports were together, having the chance 
to participate in joint activities and games outside of the 
competition. We greatly appreciate this creation of the Fun and 
Skills Zone, with it being a huge highlight of the event. Children 
could play together, discover other cultures, and try different 
games and tools together. I hate to mention that children 
from some of those countries who played together were from 
countries that are almost at war with each other, but there was 
no antipathy or hatred here, children just talked and laughed 
with each other. These examples should be shown to the whole 
world, as they are our future, as long as they are not spoiled. 
There were millions of examples like this in the Fun and Skills 
Zone, it was really touching seeing them.

What are the benefits of mega multi-sport events 
like this one for spreading the Fair Play values and 
programmes?

T he topic of Fair Play should be promoted on all channels, 
as it is a topic that children, competitors should engage 

in, preferably at as young an age as possible. It is important, 
that they hear about it, and become familiar with the general 
concept. Participating at the ISF U15 World School Sport Games 
was also important for the International Fair Play Committee, so 
that children could have the possibility to meet and engage in 
ideas while talking about Fair Play with professionals.

How important is it to address younger generations 
about Fair-Play and raise awareness about Fair Play in 
Schools?

W e already have programmes in some countries, when 
we visit schools, academys passing on lessons about 

Fair Play. These presentations are not boring speeches, but 
entertaining, colourful presentations, where we show real 
examples with videos and play games with the children. We are 
working on that to make these programmes as widely available 
as possible. We look forward to working with ISF to bring these 
programmes to new countries and new regions.

What is the message you would like to convey to the 
young athletes regarding the sport competition and the 
importance of fair play values in the society?

As our slogan says, Fair Play is more than victory. In other 
words, winning at all costs is not the most important thing. 

This is true in sport activities and also in our real, everyday 
lives.  The world today is full of bad examples, which the media 
immediately play up. We want to show that there is a counter-
side, that with more positive attitude we can achieve more and 
go further. Unfortunately, that is not always visible, but Covid 
has brought forward good examples, as news and videos were 
shared all over the world showing that people help those living 
in worse conditions, shopping for elderly, volunteering to help 
others, and many other examples. 

What is for the CIFP, the next steps that should be 
developed with ISF?

T he ISF is managing and coordinating school sport worldwide 
in an excellent way. In Belgrade we saw student athletes 

arrive from all over the world to participate. CIFP and ISF have 
common goals, to educate children to be better adults. The 
even closer cooperation between the two organisations is 
very important for the athletes of the future, but what is just 
as important to remember is the fact that most of the athletes 
competing under ISF will be not become top athletes, but will 
remain in recreational sport, where the spirit of Fair Play is 
equally as important. Additionally, the fact that they may be in 
a competitive situation during their studies and later on in their 
workplace, means that they will need values of fair play in other 
areas, too, not just in sport. This is why we are grateful to the ISF 
for the honour of inviting us to Belgrade, and we thank them for 
this opportunity.

Gabor Deregan
Head of the Presidential Office at the International Fair Play Committee (CIFP)
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ISF AND INTERNATIONAL CHESS FEDERATION 
(FIDE) SIGN MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

ISF SIGN MOU WITH FIDE

I n the framework of the ISF U15 World School 
Sport Games Belgrade 2021, ISF and FIDE 
officialised their cooperation by signing the 

Memorandum of Understanding, with the objective of 
going further in implementing chess in schools and 
developing the relations already developed at past 
ISF events. Representing the two federations were 
ISF President Laurent Petrynka, and FIDE President 
Arkady Dvorkovich.

Laurent Petrynka: “The ISF will do whatever it takes to promote 
chess among students and as sport in its own rights. You can count 
on us at each opportunity to promote chess in school sport. There 
are so many values within Chess, which mirror those of the ISF”

CHESS IS A VERY SPECIAL SPORT FOR ISF PRESIDENT 
PETRYNKA. FROM HIS ARRIVAL IN ISF, HE IMMEDIATELY 

ADDED CHESS TO THE LIST OF SPORTS IN THE ISF’S 
LARGEST EVENT, THE GYMNASIADE. THERE WAS NEVER 
A DEBATE ABOUT ITS POSITION IN SCHOOL SPORT, AS 

THE BENEFITS OF CHESS FOR YOUTH HAVE ALWAYS BEEN 
UNDENIABLE.

Arkady Dvorkovich: “We consider sport as a method to 
promote inclusion, development education, and gender equality. 
Chess is a great tool to improve educational outcomes and it keeps 
gaining recognition in school programs all over the world, while 
ISF’s goal is to encourage education through sport and student 
athletes”.
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WORLD OF SCHOOL SPORT

What is your general feeling about the ISF U15 World 
School Sport Games and the participation Uganda? 

The participation of Uganda at this event was a litmus 
test to this talk of Talent in terms of sports that we 

have. And through the performances of Uganda, we are 
optimistic that this particular championship provided a 
good opportunity for us to look at what we have taught 
and to build on these young talents going forward.

The athletes from Uganda were very successful at this 
event. You must be proud. What is the message you 
would like to convey to your athletes from this event, 
but also to the future school sport athletes?

U ganda collected nine medals, six gold medals, one silver 
medal and two bronze medals. This, in my opinion, would 

go a long way in building the confidence level of the individual 
athletes.

My message to them is to keep the fire burning, to remain 
disciplined, continue with their respective training sessions, in 
order to graduate into athletes for under 18, under 20, into the 
senior teams of their respective sporting disciplines.

We are proud of them and their achievements as a young 
generation, and we want to salute them for taking on the mantle 
of participating and competing at the world stage with other 
young athletes across the world. 

How did this participation for you for at this inaugural 
event influence the future participation to other 
events? 

T he people of Uganda, through the excellent performances 
of our team in their respective sporting disciplines, are 

definitely happy. And I hope that our participation and 
competition, coupled with the good results, will go a long 
way in inspiring and motivating the young athletes within and 
outside of Uganda for the fact that the moment you put your 
trust, you put your confidence, you put in effort, you will get an 
opportunity to represent your country as an individual athlete. 

This is for most of them the first the first time, they travelled out 
of the country. It is a big stage for them. It is a big experience for 
them. But going forward, we are optimistic that they will be able 
to avoid any stage fright for future championships.

What would be your vision of the cooperation with 
the ISF and the possibility for Uganda to host future 
events?

W e are optimistic this cooperation will give us a 
golden opportunity to create synergies, to create 

links between the Republic of Uganda in terms of the different 
sporting disciplines of the ISF, where we shall cooperate 
in areas such as training.

We also have an opportunity where ISF can gather, 
athletes and coaches from around the world and bring 
them to Uganda. We have the golden opportunity where 
we are constructing the National Training Centre, which is over 
two thousand five hundred meters above sea level.

We can equally benefit from the huge and enormous 
network already created across the world by the 
International School Sport Federation and we are optimistic 
that going forward that, ISF can help in connecting the 
Republic of Uganda with the international body in terms 
of school sports.

Denis Hamson Obua
Minister of State for Sports of Uganda
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FUTURE ISF EVENTS FUTURE ISF EVENTS 
INTERVIEW WITH KARIM HERIDA, MR. KARIM 
HERIDA, DEPUTY TO THE INTERMINISTERIAL 

DELEGATE FOR MAJOR SPORTING EVENTS (DIGES), 
OF THE FRENCH MINISTRY OF SPORTS

What do you think the role will be of the Gymnasiade 
2022, especially in the global plan for sport and 
education, particularly in France’s strategy? 

O bviously, this international school sport event being held in 
France just before the Olympic Games, is the mobilisation of 

a whole generation, and is important that we deliver it, as we 
said during this week dedicated to school sport. 

There are several points. The first is that we must not forget the 
fun dimension of the activity and the approach to the activity. 
Obviously, it is useful when we see the current public health 
issues linked to the sedentary lives of young people and the 
time spent in front of screens. Sport, for a whole generation 
and all youth, is also becoming a public health issue. And then 
sport for what it is, means interactions, interactions between 
generations, interactions between countries and all these links, 
are in fact strategic links within the framework of hosting a 
major event. 

And clearly, it is a very important rehearsal for the Olympic 
Games and for future volunteers, including more professional 
functions that all these young people could take on after the 
Gymnasiade.

How will this event in Normandy link with the Olympic 
Games? During this time between 2022 and 2024, and 
then especially after 2024? 

F rom 2022, the subject of the organisation of the Olympic 
Games will be national mobilisation. Creating support and 

enthusiasm. To ensure that, in the end, the original idea of the 
Games and the way in which France is going to organise these 
Olympic Games can be shared and supported by all generations 
of French.

And when we have an event of this scale as early as May 2022, 
a couple of years before the Games, at a time when the topics of 
the passing of the Olympic flame, the « Terre de Jeux» and the of 
mobilisation are being put in place bringing all youth and this 
current generation with us, as well as parents of course, in both 
their national and international dimension, which is obviously 
a key element. We therefore consider that with two or three 
other events: the Rugby World Cup, the Gymnasiade, represent 
a precursor event for the mobilisation of the French and French 
youth for the Olympic Games.

Karim Herida
Deputy to the interministerial delegate for major sporting events (DIGES), 

of the French Ministry of Sports
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How does an event such as the 2022 Gymnasiade help 
to develop skills, in particular, how can it help develop « 
vocational training », non-formal and formal skills? How 
will an event like this one impact youth both socially and 
professionally? 

F irst of all, it is the whole philosophy of the ISF, school 
sport and the UNSS, to place a set of values and methods 

of practice around sport and go beyond the practice of sport, 
which obviously counts because it is a common theme, and this 
is also what creates mobilisation. To organise all around that, 
structured elements of values: the fight against inequality, the 
topic of anti-doping.

The way in which each young person, in the end practices an 
activity, but also spends his time on the organisation of the 
event. We were talking about volunteers, future journalists, 
work within the organisation, and this is the very meaning of 
this Gymnasiade and more overall of the UNSS and school sport, 
which means that around sport, we combine functions, which 
are organisational functions, with events which are made by 
young people for young people. And this is something that we 
must succeed in keeping in terms of state of mind, in what the 
Olympic Games will do in terms of legacy, of course, but also in 
terms of mobilisation, because once again it mobilises young 
people to feel useful. And this usefulness can also take shape 
as a sense of belonging. The practice of sport, of course, but 
also societal commitment, ecological transition, sustainable 
development, commitment to a certain equality, a certain 
vision, which in the end, France can deliver at the global level. 
This is all that is behind us. Obviously, the young people who 
are taking part are not necessarily aware of this, but this is also 
part of our work, to bring this subject to a preparational level for 
the Olympic Games.

What is your message to the future delegations that will 
come to the Gymnasiade in 2022 in France in Normandy, 
what message do you want to send to the members of 
ISF, to the schools all over the world and more widely to 
youth?

W hat we want to say is that we are not preparing an 
event, we are preparing a meeting of the world’s youth 

community. And behind this, once again, is the logic of hosting 
events, which must obviously be very well organised. There is 
much more to it than that, and it’s this ‘much more’ that must 
be worked on, because an event obviously must be, and will be 
delivered in good conditions.

But it’s what happens around it and how we work that will 
matter most. And there is nothing better than an international 
meeting between young people around sport. Then, we can be 
sure that the element of fraternity that is dear to our country 
will be highlighted and experienced in the French style.
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UKRAINE TO HOST THE 2023 ISF EVENTS 
WORLD SCHOOL CHAMPIONSHIP FOOTBALL

& THE GYMNASIADE SCHOOL WINTER GAMES

I n the context of the ISF 
U15 World School Sport 
Games Belgrade 2021, 

the ISF Executive Committee 
attributed the organisation 
of two major ISF events to Ukraine, namely the ISF 
Gymnasiade - School Winter Games, and ISF World 
School Championship Football in 2023.

With this announcement, ISF President Laurent 
Petrynka spoke of his excitement to have Ukraine as 
one of the next hosts of an ISF major event. “At ISF 
we are delighted to see Ukraine entering the category 
of ISF members who are among the most active 
and committed in the world of school sport. I 
am greatly looking forward to further developing this 
strong collaboration with Ukraine in order to continue 
to take school sport to the highest level of sporting 
educational experiences for school students.”

Coming with one of the largest delegations 
to the ISF U15 World School Sport Games 2021 in 
Belgrade, Ukraine continued to demonstrate their 
strong commitment to promoting and developing 
school sport at the international level, led by Ukrainian 
School Sport President and ISF Executive Committee 
member, Roman Greba.. Following this important 

announcement of the hosting of 
these two major ISF events we 
had the opportunity to speak 
with Ukrainian Minister of 
Education and Science, Mr 

Serhiy Shkarlet, who explained how the mission of 
hosting of two major ISF school sport events in 2023, 
fits into Ukraine’s national and international education 
and sport vision:

M inister Shkarlet: “One thing is very interesting in 
particular; sport events for children have changed a 

lot in recent years. First of all, such events have long gone 
beyond sports and now it is a great opportunity to show guests 
all the aspects, culture, hospitality, history of our country. 
Except competitions, the entertainment part, which includes 
a cultural and educational program, is definitely provided. In 
this part, children communicate with each friend from other 
countries, and thus learn interesting information about the 
heritage of various cultures, because, as a rule, such events 
bring together representatives from all over the world and 
different continents. Therefore, education and sports are the 
two main pillars on which the harmonious development of any 
personality is based.”
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With this being the first time Ukraine will organise a 
traditional international school sport event of this scale, 
he continued by informing us of their objectives and 
how they will approach this important challenge.

M inister Shkarlet: “From traditional sports - yes, but we 
have an extremely successful experience of holding 

cool international competitions in Cool Games and e-sports 
among schoolchildren, which we can also have during the 
World Cup and the Winter Gymnasiade. Also, we have been 
holding national Gymnasiade style events for more than a 
year and every year their level rises a few steps higher. You 
see, every event, every competition is a great opportunity to 
improve yourself in terms of such events. We are constantly 
learning something new and looking for ways to surprise the 
participants of our competitions. And be sure that in 2023 we 
will once again be able to surprise the world sport community.”

Building upon this point, he also spoke about which 
aspects he thought that hosting these events will 
contribute to the development and the promotion of 
physical activities and sport for the youth in Ukraine.

M inister Shkarlet: «Currently, the statistics of those who do 
sports or physical activity are very low, but at the same 

time we see a positive trend, because this number is growing 
every year. Children’s world is first of all knowledge of life and 
this process depends mostly on their surroundings. Imagine 
yourself as a schoolboy, and that during the Football World 
School Championship your classmate is performing, and not 
just performing, but also winning a trophy! TV, newspapers, 

online publications speak about him. And he is just ordinary guy 
who sits next to you at the desk. Maybe he also breaks windows 
in physical education lessons, likes orange juice or fishing (I’m 
kidding). And you immediately have a question: why can’t I do 
that? You begin to look for activities that suits you, where you 
could realize yourself. That is why our young athletes, who are 
already participating in such grand competitions, are the most 
important ambassadors and a living example for those millions 
of schoolchildren who are not yet involved in sports, but they 
already have the seeds of sports.”

To conclude, Minister Shkarlet: gave a message to the 
world of school sport, and the students who will have 
the opportunity to partake in this new adventure in 
Ukraine.

M inister Shkarlet: The world of sport is so rich that you will 
definitely be able to find something to your liking. We see 

how new kinds of sport are born and how traditional ones are 
modified. The main thing - do not be afraid that you will not 
succeed, just look to improve. Here I would like to address the 
parents - do not drive your children into the frame, if your son 
or daughter does not want to swim, try gymnastics, or athletics, 
floorball, tennis, petanque. No need to drop your hands after 
the second or third attempt to find a sports club and say that 
everything is useless. On the contrary, after a long search, 
you will definitely find the best activity for your child. And you 
will see how happy she will be. Isn’t that the most important 
thing we adults do all this for? Set the most ambitious goal, 
confidently go for it, because the biggest mistake in the life is to 
underestimate your capabilities. Each of us can do much more 
than we think.”
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BRAZIL ANNOUNCED AS THE NEXT HOST OF THE 
ISF U15 WORLD SCHOOL SPORT GAMES IN 2023

O n Thursday 16 
September 2021 
the ISF announced 

that Brazil had been chosen 
to be the next host of the ISF U15 World School 
Sport Games, taking place in 2023. The decision 
was concluded with the official signing which took 
place during the ISF Executive Committee meeting 
occurring in Belgrade, Serbia, in the context of the 
U15 World School Sport Games which was currently 
ongoing in the city.

This official announcement followed the handing over 
of the flag, which took place onstage during the Be 

Together Ceremony that took place at the Kalemegdan 
fortress. Serbian School Sports Federation President 
Zeljko Tanaskovic proceeded to hand over the ISF 
flag to the Brazilian Secretary of Sport, Marcelo 
Magalhães and the Brazilian delegation in a 
symbolic moment representing the continuation and 
development of this inaugural U15 multi-sport event.

Speaking to Mr Magalhães, he told us more about 
the aim of Brazil in hosting the next ISF U15 World 
School Sport Games.

“SCHOOL SPORT IS THE 
BEGINNING OF EVERYTHING. 
IT CONSOLIDATES SOCIETY, 

HELPING US TO HAVE A BETTER 
COUNTRY WITH A BETTER FUTURE FOR OUR CHILDREN. 

WE HAVE BEEN GOING THROUGH THIS GLOBAL 
PANDEMIC WHICH HAS PREVENTED COMPETITIONS 

FOR CHILDREN. MY PRESENCE IN THIS EVENT IS 
EVIDENCE THAT THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT 

SUPPORTS AND BELIEVES IN EDUCATIONAL SPORTS.

I ALWAYS REINFORCE THAT THE GOVERNMENT NEEDS 
TO PROVIDE AND SUPPORT THE ATHLETES TO HAVING 

POSITIVE RESULTS FOR THE COUNTRY AND HIGH-
PERFORMANCE SPORTS. THE SPORTS MINISTRY AND 
CBDE HAVE HAD A STRONG WORKING PARTNERSHIP 

SINCE I TOOK OFFICE. THE CBDE, AND OTHER 
INSTITUTIONAL CONFEDERATIONS CONTRIBUTE TO 

REINFORCING THE DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN.

I WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE BRAZILIAN 
DELEGATION AND CBDE FOR THEIR TREMENDOUS 

PERFORMANCE AT THESE U15 WORLD SCHOOL SPORT 
GAMES IN BELGRADE!”

Following the announcement which took place during 
the ISF Executive Committee meeting in Belgrade, 
in the presence of ISF Vice-President and Brazilian 
School Sport Federation (CBDE) Secretary 
General, Robson Aguiar, ISF has the opportunity 
to speak with the President of CBDE, Antonio 
Hora Filho.
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How do you feel following the news that Brazil will be 
the host of the next U15 World School Sport Games in 
2023?

A fter the great news of hearing from ISF President Petrynka 
that Brazil was chosen to be the host of the next edition 

of the event, we feel very honoured. Brazil will have all the 
conditions for us to deliver the best edition of the Games 
because it is a very big responsibility to welcome countries 
from around the world and the ISF family to Brazil, all who 
understand that school sports are the fundamental basis for 
sporting development in any country. 

We brought the support of the federal government here to 
Belgrade, with the Minister of Sports Marcelo Magalhães 
making the journey here with us. So, the feeling is one of 
accomplishment but above all a great responsibility for the 
year 2023. 

How will this event contribute to young people choosing 
sport at school in Brazil?

T his event meets our strategic plan. The CBDE built 
four strategic pillars that are: education and culture; 

management; sports development, and sports inclusion; and 
capturing school sports mega-events in this under 15-year-old 
age group. 

We will be conducting professional training courses. We will be 
bringing students from public schools to have access to high 
level competitions. We will ensure that Brazilian athletes, who 
are competing in their own national territory, can gather better 
technical conditions and improve their performance. So really, 
this event will contribute more to the development of school 
sport in Brazil and leave a social legacy, the legacy of sports 
culture at school, which is very important. 

What have you been able to take away from this first 
edition of the event in Belgrade?

O ur entire team came to Belgrade to observe the organisation 
of the event and the competition model, to extract and to 

take it back to Brazil.

This feedback, these lessons have taught us a lot here in 
Belgrade. I would like to congratulate the president of the 
Serbian School Sports Confederation, Mr Željko Tanasković 
for his excellent work and for the event example Serbia has 
provided us. We will return to Brazil without a doubt much more 
prepared than when we arrived.

Any final words to those looking to come to Brazil in 
2023?

T he high level of sport all starts at school. We want to see 
young people from all over the world in Brazil in 2023, join 

us!

Following the official attribution of the ISF U15 World School 
Sport Games 2023 to Brazil, ISF President Laurent Petrynka 
had this to say: “The attribution of the next edition of the ISF 
U15 World School Sport Games to Brazil was multi-dimensional. 
Firstly, Brazil is known as one of the largest sporting countries 
in the world. Equally, the Brazilian School Sport Federation CBDE 
is one of the biggest in the ISF family. With that we are certain 
that they will be able to deliver this event at the highest level, 
with the strong support of the local and national authorities and 
will make this ISF U15 World School Sport Games in 2023 one of 
the most memorable ISF events in recent years.”

Antonio Hora Filho,
President of the Brazilian School Sport Federation (CBDE)
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SHARING THE #JOYOFMOVING
AT THE 1ST ISF U15 WORLD SCHOOL SPORT GAMES IN BELGRADE

T he partnership between ISF and Kinder Joy 
of moving is focused on the importance of 
physical activity for young people.

It is the result of a common approach to engage 
generations of youth in sport focusing on values, 
education, lifestyle, and the process of learning 
through an inclusive approach. 

ISF and Kinder Joy of moving have been working 
together for years to merge sport and education 
and ensure the best experience for children, through 
universal values recognised throughout the world, 
such as respect, integration, and understanding in 
order to convey a positive approach to sport.

Sport is not only performance or victory but includes 
all those moments experienced together on and off 
the field: having fun, sharing moments of joy, and 

creating important bonds without boundaries, adding 
value to all our events for children and young adults 
around the world.

During the ISF U15 World School Sport Games in 
Belgrade, Kinder Joy of moving was once more at  
ISF’s side promoting active lifestyles, friendships, and 
fair-play. Every day, after the competition, the Kinder 
Joy of moving team proposed different animation and 
games around physical activity and motricity for all 
participants in the area named Fun and Skills Zone, at 
the heart of the Kalemegdan Park.

The commitment and actions of ISF and Kinder Joy of 
moving are reflected in the assignment, at each event, 
of the Fair Play Trophy: the award that rewards the 
young athletes who have distinguished themselves 
by demonstrating loyalty, respect, and honesty during 
the competitions.
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ABOUT KINDER JOY OF MOVING

K inder Joy of moving is an international 
Ferrero Group Social Responsibility project 
which currently inspires millions of children 

and their families in 28 countries around the world 
to get active, enjoy moving, and develop life skills in 
an engaging and joyful way. 

At the heart of the project is the strong belief that 
a positive attitude towards movement will make 
today’s children, better adults tomorrow.

The initiatives of this project are inspired by Joy of 
moving: an innovative, scientifically recognised 
educational method that aims to get children moving, 
through play whilst also developing key skills in four 
major areas: physical fitness, motor coordination, 
cognitive function and creativity, and life skills.

Irrespective of the sports discipline, the playing field 
and the level of performance or ability of the child, 
Kinder Joy of moving lets the joy of movement win.

KINDERJOYOFMOVING.COM
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In cooperation with Media Channels:
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MEDALS TABLE
COUNTRY/REGION GOLD SILVER BRONZE Total Rank By Total

1 Ukraine 69 44 36 149 1
2 Russian Federation 22 12 8 42 4
3 Serbia 20 26 65 111 2
4 Slovakia 14 12 27 53 3
5 Belarus 8 11 16 35 5
6 Namibia 7 6 3 16 9
7 Estonia 6 8 3 17 8
8 United Arab Emirates 6 6 9 21 6
9 Uganda 6 1 2 9 12
10 Azerbaijan 4 8 8 20 7
11 Mexico 4 8 4 16 9
12 Kyrgyzstan 3 6 1 10 11
13 Slovenia 3 3 2 8 14
14 Poland 2 4 2 8 14
15 Lithuania 2 3 1 6 19
16 Bulgaria 2 1 3 6 19
17 Croatia 1 6 1 8 14
17 Kazakhstan 1 1 7 9 12
18 Brazil 1 0 5 6 19
19 United States of America 1 0 2 3 24
20 India 0 3 4 7 17
21 Republika Srpska 0 3 4 7 17
22 Romania 0 3 3 6 19
23 Andorra 0 2 0 2 26
24 Belgium 0 1 0 1 27
25 Peru 0 1 0 1 27
26 Latvia 0 0 4 4 23
26 Nepal 0 0 3 3 24
27 France 0 0 1 1 27
27 Montenegro 0 0 1 1 27
27 Qatar 0 0 1 1 27
27 United Kingdom 0 0 1 11 27
28 Albania 0 0 0 0 33
28 Hungary 0 0 0 0 33
28 Niger 0 0 0 0 33
28 North Macedonia 0 0 0 0 33

SPORTS RESULTS
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SPORTS RESULTSSPORTS RESULTS
Athletics

Boys 100M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Ruano De Carvalho Namibia

Silver Oleksandr Komisarenko Ukraine

Bronze Robert Pecko Slovakia

Boys 400M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Andras Takacs Slovakia

Silver Armando Valencia Portillo Mexico

Bronze Dmytro Hlasov Ukraine

Boys 200M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Megano Naseb Namibia

Silver Jurica Hohsteter Croatia

Bronze Dusan Danic Serbia

Boys 800M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Levi Kituri Uganda

Silver Andrii Shymchuk Ukraine

Bronze Adam Lelkes Slovakia

Boys 1500M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Victor Cherotich Uganda

Silver Kristijan Roljic Republic of Srpska

Bronze Martin Janosov Slovakia

Girls 100M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Daryna Stepanenko Ukraine

Silver Cayetana Chirinos Asalde Peru

Bronze Anine Le Roux Namibia

Girls 400M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Jacinta Katushabe Uganda

Silver Anna-Mariia Khimich Ukraine

Bronze Natalia Bobalova Slovakia

Girls 200M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Nevia Fotak Croatia

Silver Epifania Johannes Namibia

Bronze Michaela Miskova Slovakia

Girls 800M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Brenda Chekwemoi Uganda

Silver Michaela Ivancova Slovakia

Bronze Milena Smolenska Ukraine

Girls 1500M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Loice Chekwemoi Uganda

Silver Sofiia Hordiichuk Ukraine

Bronze Lenka Gymerska Slovakia

TRACKS

SPORTS RESULTS
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Boys 300M Hurdles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Ruben Misael Munoz Alvarez Mexico

Silver Zack Von Wielligh Namibia

Bronze Jano Erasmus Namibia

Boys 4x100M Relay

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Jani Erasmus Namibia

Megano Naseb Namibia

Ruano De Carvalho Namibia

Zack Von Wielligh Namibia

Silver

Dimitrije Stosic Serbia

Dusan Danic Serbia

Luka Slavkovic Serbia

Nikola Gligorijevic Serbia

Bronze

Michal Kopcek Slovakia

Adam Lelkes Slovakia

Robert Pecko Slovakia

Andras Takacs Slovakia

Boys 100-200-300-400M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Ruano De Carvalho Namibia

Zack Von Wielligh Namibia

Jano Erasmus Namibia

Megano Naseb Namibia

Silver

Robert Pecko Slovakia

Denis Prochazka Slovakia

Adam Lelkes Slovakia

Andras Takacs Slovakia

Bronze

Mitar Jovasevic Republic of Srpska

Gavrilo Majstorovic Republic of Srpska

Andrej Cebic Republic of Srpska

Nenad Krstovic Republic of Srpska

Girls 4x100M Relay

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Michaela Miskova Slovakia

Paula Peroncikova Slovakia

Kamila Mlichova Slovakia

Ema Bendova Slovakia

Silver

Anine Le Roux Namibia

Epifania Johannes Namibia

Evandre Farmer Namibia

Liina Nanhele Namibia

Bronze

Lydia Nyakato Uganda

Jennifer Namuwonge Uganda

Loice Chekwemoi Uganda

Jacinta Katushabe Uganda

Girls 100-200-300-400M

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Veronika Pienzarieva Ukraine

Daryna Stepanenko Ukraine

Yelyzaveta Zemlianikina Ukraine

Anna-Mariia Khimich Ukraine

Silver

Lydia Nyakato Uganda

Brenda Chekwemoi Uganda

Loice Chekwemoi Uganda

Jacinta Katushabe Uganda

Bronze

Ema Bendova Slovakia

Michaela Miskova Slovakia

Natalia Bobalova Slovakia

Michaela Ivancova Slovakia

Girls 300M Hurdles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Yelyzaveta Zemlianikina Ukraine

Silver Duna Vinals Calixto Andorra

Bronze Kamila Mlichova Slovakia

Boys 100M Hurdles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Savva Novikov Estonia

Silver Luka Kezunovic Republic of Srpska

Bronze Michal Kopcek Slovakia

Girs 100 Hurdles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Lizaveta Kobeleva Belarus

Silver Dennis Camila Arvizu Amaya Mexico

Bronze Paula Peroncikova Slovakia
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Boys High Jump

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Matvii Ukraine

Silver Matej Uhlar Slovakia

Bronze David Kucbel Chaush Slovakia

Boys Long Jump

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Ruano De Carvalho Namibia

Silver Megano Naseb Namibia

Bronze Andrej Cebic Republic of Srpska

Boys Shot Put

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Stephanus Burger Namibia

Silver Luka Kezunovic Republic of Srpska

Bronze Frantisek Vagasky Slovakia

Boys Javelin Throw

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Illia Saievskyi Ukraine

Silver Jano Erasmus Namibia

Bronze Taha Abouelseoud Qatar

Boys Discus Throw

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Maksim Zahavalka Belarus

Silver Waldre Kotze Namibia

Bronze Danylo Batarchuk Ukraine

Girls High Jump

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Maryna Kovtunova Ukraine

Silver Maryia Khvost Belarus

Bronze Magdalena Ilic Republic of Srpska

Girls Long Jump

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Veronika Pienzarieva Ukraine

Silver Nevia Fotak Croatia

Bronze Paula Peroncikova Slovakia

Girls Shot Put

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Lizaveta Boika Belarus

Silver Jovana Dokmanovic Serbia

Bronze Ema Ijeoma Okoyeocha Slovakia

Girls Triple Jump

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Mirelle Nataly Klais Estonia

Silver Jana Rodriguez Prats Andorra

Bronze Lea Gajic Republic of Srpska

Boys Triple Jump

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Savva Novikov Estonia

Girls Javelin Throw

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Heti Vaat Estonia

Silver Marta Rundva Estonia

Bronze Natalia Bielikova Slovakia

Girls Discus Throw

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Leane Boshoff Namibia

Silver Alana Paola Armenta Valdez Mexico

Bronze Roxana Almada Valenzuela Mexico

Field
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Boys Singles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Dev Vishnu United Arab Emirates

Silver Dev Ayyappan United Arab Emirates

Bronze Rostyslav Zabrodin Ukraine

Bronze Serhii Marushchak Ukraine

Boys

Rank Delegation

Gold Mexico

Silver Serbia

Bronze Ukraine

Girls

Rank Delegation

Gold Ukraine

Silver Croatia

Bronze Serbia

Girls Singles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Madhumita Sundarapandian United Arab Emirates

Silver Johanka Ivanovicova Slovakia

Bronze Anna Kovalenko Ukraine

Bronze Akansha Raj United Arab Emirates

Boys Doubles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold
Dev Ayyappan United Arab Emirates

Dhiren Ayyappan United Arab Emirates

Silver
Hiraan Kalarickal United Arab Emirates

Dev Vishnu United Arab Emirates

Bronze
Oleksandr Chyrun Ukraine

Danylo Mats Ukraine

Bronze
Serhii Marushchak Ukraine

Rostyslav Zabrodin Ukraine

Mixed Doubles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold
Dhiren Ayyappan United Arab Emirates

Trisha Joshi United Arab Emirates

Silver
Danylo Mats Ukraine

Yaroslava Vantsarovska Ukraine

Bronze
Oleksandr Chyrun Ukraine

Mariia Koriahina Ukraine

Bronze
Hiraan Kalarickal United Arab Emirates

Madhumita Sundarapandian United Arab Emirates

Girls Doubles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold
Mariia Koriahina Ukraine

Yaroslava Vantsarovska Ukraine

Silver
Daria Koshechkina Ukraine

Anna Kovalenko Ukraine

Bronze
Johanka Ivanovicova Slovakia

Lea Kyselicova Slovakia

Bronze
Danica Elizabeth Ferrao United Arab Emirates

Trisha Joshi United Arab Emirates

Badminton

Basketball
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Boys

Rank Delegation

Gold Uganda

Silver Serbia 1

Bronze Ukraine

Girls

Rank Delegation

Gold Serbia 1

Silver Ukraine

Bronze Serbia 2

Girls Singles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Anzhelika Lomakina Ukraine

Silver Mariya Manko Ukraine

Bronze Ana Tadic Serbia

Bronze Mila Radenkovic Serbia

Boys Singles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Semen Mitusov Ukraine

Silver Ivan Sidletskyi Ukraine

Bronze Karlush Ipangelwa Namibia

Boys

Rank Delegation

Gold Ukraine 1

Silver Serbia

Bronze Ukraine 2

Girls

Rank Delegation

Gold Brazil

Silver Ukraine

Bronze France

Boys -34kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Andrei Bykov Russian Federation

Silver Mikhail Aroian Russian Federation

Bronze Hasan Gurbanli Azerbaijan

Bronze Aleksa Milošević Serbia

Girls -32kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Nadezhda Turmanova Russian Federation

Silver Raiana Alkhanova Russian Federation

Bronze Milana Vrčinac Serbia

Bronze Neylya Naim Bulgaria

Basketball 3x3

Chess

Football

Judo
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Boys -55kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Eduard Arbuzov Russian Federation

Silver Tymofii Rudenko Ukraine

Bronze Nikita Matveichuk Russian Federation

Bronze Maksims Tihonovs Latvia

Boys -60kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Ilia Bogdanov Russian Federation

Silver Radion Babaian Russian Federation

Bronze Volodymyr Mazkun Ukraine

Bronze Aleksa Đurović Serbia

Girls -52kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Daria Kuptcova Russian Federation

Silver Diana Balbek Ukraine

Bronze Sofiia Stryzhova Ukraine

Bronze Amina Matsiush Belarus

Girls -57kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Daria Golovko Russian Federation

Silver Hanna Savienko Ukraine

Bronze Milena Shulga Russian Federation

Bronze Victorija Kergalve Latvia

Boys -50kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Iaroslav Bunakov Russian Federation

Silver Ibragim Gochiiaev Russian Federation

Bronze Oleksandr Martynchuk Ukraine

Bronze Veljko Milanović Serbia

Boys -46kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Igor Shashkov Russian Federation

Silver Artem Chamurian Russian Federation

Bronze Andrejs Paberzs Latvia

Bronze Ahmad Rustamov Azerbaijan

Boys -42kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Rakhim Khamkhoev Russian Federation

Silver Albert Chakrian Russian Federation

Bronze Srđan Miljić Serbia

Bronze Eriks Homka Latvia

Girls -48kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Melaniia Vodianna Ukraine

Silver Jana Jovanović Serbia

Bronze Nevena Pavlović Serbia

Bronze Denitsa Bozhinova Bulgaria

Girls -44kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Valeriya Kozlova Russian Federation

Silver Iliyana Marinova Bulgaria

Bronze Mariia Biehunova Ukraine

Bronze Anja Jovanović Serbia

Girls -40kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Zhaklin Satari Ukraine

Silver Daria Priimak Russian Federation

Bronze Iryna Okhrimenko Ukraine

Bronze Natalija Prolić Serbia

Boys -38kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Demid Elkin Russian Federation

Silver Evgenii Zhigadlo Russian Federation

Bronze Vuk Nedeljković Serbia

Bronze Serhii Marushchak Belarus

Girls -36kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Anđela Simić Serbia

Silver Milena Achoh Russian Federation

Bronze Sofiko Dzhodzhua Russian Federation

Bronze Milica Vrčinac Serbia
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Boys -66kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Fedor Serdiuk Russian Federation

Silver Nikola Obradović Serbia

Bronze Huseyn Eyvazli Azerbaijan

Bronze Danila Melnikau Belarus

Boys U13 Kata

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Lance Santos USA

Silver Cerović Dušan Serbia

Bronze David Ho USA

Bronze Živković Dimitrije Serbia

Boys U15 Kata

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Boškov Aleksandar Serbia

Silver Nikolić Dimitrije Serbia

Bronze Mateo Nacu USA

Bronze Radisavljević Jovan Serbia

Boys -52kg Kumite

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Daniel Simonenko Ukraine

Silver Krnajac Mihajlo Serbia

Bronze Đurđić Marko Serbia

Bronze Lazar Živković Serbia

Boys -57kg Kumite

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Illia Bykov Ukraine

Silver Milunović Stefan Serbia

Bronze Javidan Jalilzade Azerbaijan

Bronze Novaković Strahinja Serbia

Girls -63kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Aleksandra Andrić Serbia

Silver Kira Oreshnikova Russian Federation

Bronze Daria Boichenko Ukraine

Bronze Aryna Hniatsetskaya Belarus

Girls U13 Kata

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Grbić Gordana Serbia

Silver Ramila Hiydarova Azerbaijan

Bronze Lončar Iva Serbia

Bronze Majkić Tamara Serbia

Girls U15 Kata

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Sava Jovanović Serbia

Silver Krstina Jovanović Serbia

Bronze Stupar Dunja Serbia

Bronze Dimitrijeć Tamara Serbia

Girls -47kg Kumite

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Anna Vashchyshyn Ukraine

Silver Parvin Huseynzada Azerbaijan

Bronze Zvezdanović Anđela Serbia

Bronze Teodora Savić Serbia

Girls -54kg Kumite

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Rauković Anđela Serbia

Silver Dragović Paola Serbia

Bronze Đurđa Joksimović Serbia

Bronze Sunay Kazimli Azerbaijan

Karate
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Boys -63kg Kumite

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Rashid Suleymanov Azerbaijan

Silver Blanuša Marko Serbia

Bronze Grubić Đorđe Serbia

Bronze Anton Horban Ukraine

Boys +70kg Kumite

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Oleksandr Borys Ukraine

Silver Orkhan Musayev Azerbaijan

Bronze Radojčin Đorđe Serbia

Bronze Uglješa Pejović Serbia

Boys -70kg Kumite

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Tymur Nikulin Ukraine

Silver Tasić Nemanja Serbia

Bronze Gnjidić Marko Serbia

Girls +54kg Kumite

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Rajić Dunja Serbia

Silver Žunić Sara Serbia

Bronze DariLa Bulay Ukraine

Bronze Grozanic Ana Serbia

Orienteering

Boys Middle Distance

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Matin Faddei Ukraine

Silver Kajetan Kociuba Poland

Bronze Rok Bogataj Slovenia

Boys Sprint

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Kajetan Kociuba Poland

Silver Matin Faddei Ukraine

Bronze Nikolai Pats Russian Federation

Girls Middle Distance

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Ruslana Rizhikova Russian Federation

Silver Kateryna Kropyvnytska Ukraine

Bronze Iryna Klymeniuk Ukraine

Girls Sprint

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Ruslana Rizhikova Russian Federation

Silver Brina Kolner Slovenia

Bronze Mariia Terekhova Ukraine
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Boys 100M Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Petar Popovic Serbia

Silver Raman Mikhailau Belarus

Bronze Yan Rublov Ukraine

Boys 50M Backstroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Petar Popovic Serbia

Silver Andrei Niasiuk Belarus

Bronze Jakob Toming Estonia

Boys 200M Backstroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Andrei Niasiuk Belarus

Silver Maksym Nechydyuk Ukraine

Bronze Visshesh Parameswar Sharma United Arab Emirates

Boys 200M Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Yan Rublov Ukraine

Silver Oleksandr Honcharenko Ukraine

Bronze Raman Mikhailau Belarus

Boys 100M Backstroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Visshesh Parameswar Sharma United Arab Emirates

Silver Maksym Nechydyuk Ukraine

Bronze Andrei Niasiuk Belarus

Boys 50M Breaststroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Yauheni Naumchyk Belarus

Silver Tymofii Surovikin Ukraine

Bronze Artjom Alteberg Estonia

Girls 100M Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Martina Bukvic Serbia

Silver Anastasiia Yermishyna Ukraine

Bronze Alexandra Hrncarova Slovakia

Girls 50M Backstroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Daniela Misuthova Slovakia

Silver Ridhima Veerendra Kumar India

Bronze Kateryna Karanikolova Ukraine

Girls 200M Backstroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Daniela Misuthova Slovakia

Silver Kateryna Karanikolova Ukraine

Bronze Ridhima Veerendra Kumar India

Girls 200M Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Nikol Maniko Ukraine

Silver Viktoryia Zamostsik Belarus

Bronze Oleksandra Zevina Ukraine

Girls 100M Backstroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Daniela Misuthova Slovakia

Silver Ridhima Veerendra Kumar India

Bronze Kateryna Karanikolova Ukraine

Girls 50M Breaststroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Egle Salu Estonia

Silver Roksolana Suleimanova Ukraine

Bronze Martina Bukvic Serbia

Karate
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Boys 100M Breaststroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Yauheni Naumchyk Belarus

Silver Tymofii Surovikin Ukraine

Bronze Konstantin Kovacevic Serbia

Boys 50M Butterfly

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Petar Popovic Serbia

Silver Raman Mikhailau Belarus

Bronze Ilya Bychkou Belarus

Boys 200M Butterfly

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Mykola Kotenko Ukraine

Silver Richard Pucek Slovakia

Bronze Amogh Anand Venkatesh United Arab Emirates

Boys 200M Breaststroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Yauheni Naumchyk Belarus

Silver Artjom Alteberg Estonia

Bronze Surya Jhoyappa Odiyanda Rajesh India

Boys 100M Butterfly

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Maksym Nechydyuk Ukraine

Silver Mykola Kotenko Ukraine

Bronze Richard Pucek Slovakia

Boys 200M Medley

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Artjom Alteberg Estonia

Silver Lukas Adamek Slovakia

Bronze Rishabh Prabhu Krishnan United Arab Emirates

Girls 100M Breaststroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Martina Bukvic Serbia

Silver Egle Salu Estonia

Bronze Roksolana Suleimanova Ukraine

Girls 50M Butterfly

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Anna Zahorovska Ukraine

Silver Anastasiia Yermishyna Ukraine

Bronze Maryna Vasilevich Belarus

Girls 200M Butterfly

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Tetiana Afanasieva Ukraine

Silver Lea Chromiakova Slovakia

Bronze Kiara Bangera India

Girls 200M Breaststroke

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Martina Bukvic Serbia

Silver Mirtel Merimaa Estonia

Bronze Roksolana Suleimanova Ukraine

Girls 100M Butterfly

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Anna Zahorovska Ukraine

Silver Anastasiia Yermishyna Ukraine

Bronze Lea Chromiakova Slovakia

Girls 200M Medley

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Nikol Maniko Ukraine

Silver Tetiana Afanasieva Ukraine

Bronze Darya Bayeshka Belarus
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Mixed 4x100M Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Maksym Nechydyuk Ukraine

Anastasiia Yermishyna Ukraine

Nikol Maniko Ukraine

Mykola Kotenko Ukraine

Silver

Lav Putnik Serbia

Petar Popovic Serbia

Miona Dragutinovic Serbia

Martina Bukvic Serbia

Bronze

Ilya Bychkou Belarus

Viktoryia Zamostsik Belarus

Maryna Vasilevich Belarus

Raman Mikhailau Belarus

Mixed 4x100M Medley

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Maksym Nechydyuk Ukraine

Roksolana Suleimanova Ukraine

Mykola Kotenko Ukraine

Nikol Maniko Ukraine

Silver

Andrei Niasiuk Belarus

Yauheni Naumchyk Belarus

Darya Bayeshka Belarus

Maryna Vasilevich Belarus

Bronze

Daniel Van Wyk Slovakia

Richard Pucek Slovakia

Lea Chromiakova Slovakia

Alexandra Hrncarova Slovakia

Boys 400M Medley

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Richard Pucek Slovakia

Silver Daniel Van Wyk Slovakia

Bronze Pavan Dhananjaya India

Girls 400M Medley

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Nikol Maniko Ukraine

Silver Tetiana Afanasieva Ukraine

Bronze Lea Chromiakova Slovakia

Boys 4x100M Medley

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Andrei Niasiuk Belarus

Yauheni Naumchyk Belarus

Ilya Bychkou Belarus

Raman Mikhailau Belarus

Silver

Maksym Nechydyuk Ukraine

Tymofii Surovikin Ukraine

Mykola Kotenko Ukraine

Oleksandr Honcharenko Ukraine

Bronze

Ognjen Obradovic Serbia

Konstantin Kovacevic Serbia

Lav Putnik Serbia

Petar Popovic Serbia

Girls 4x100M Medley

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Kateryna Karanikolova Ukraine

Roksolana Suleimanova Ukraine

Anastasiia Yermishyna Ukraine

Nikol Maniko Ukraine

Silver

Daniela Misuthova Slovakia

Laura Gruchalakova Slovakia

Lea Chromiakova Slovakia

Miriama Szaszova Slovakia

Bronze

Darya Bayeshka Belarus

Karyna Shved Belarus

Viktoryia Zamostsik Belarus

Maryna Vasilevich Belarus
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Boys 400M Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Yan Rublov Ukraine

Silver Raman Mikhailau Belarus

Bronze Amogh Anand Venkatesh United Arab Emirates

Girls 400M Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Oleksandra Zevina Ukraine

Silver Kiara Bangera India

Bronze Martina Bukvic Serbia

Boys 50M Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Petar Popovic Serbia

Silver Raman Mikhailau Belarus

Bronze Oleksandr Honcharenko Ukraine

Girls 50M Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Alexandra Hrncarova Slovakia

Silver Anastasiia Yermishyna Ukraine

Bronze Nikol Maniko Ukraine

Table Tennis

Boys Singles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Anirudh Balaji United Arab Emirates

Silver Artem Ovchynnikov Ukraine

Bronze Matija Sepa Serbia

Bronze Pylyp Koloidenko Ukraine

Girls Singles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Sofiia Sheredeha Ukraine

Silver Sara Radak Serbia

Bronze Spriha Pandey United Arab Emirates

Bronze Liudmyla Pavliuk Ukraine

Boys Doubles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold
Artem Ovchynnikov Ukraine

Pylyp Koloidenko Ukraine

Silver
Anirudh Balaji United Arab Emirates

Alan Brendan Lobo United Arab Emirates

Bronze
Advait Karra United Arab Emirates

Shanon Samuel Salins United Arab Emirates

Girls Doubles

Rank Name Delegation

Gold
Sofiia Sheredeha Ukraine

Liudmyla Pavliuk Ukraine

Silver
Spriha Pandey United Arab Emirates

Vrushali Patil United Arab Emirates

Bronze
Sara Radak Serbia

Velislava Zlatanova Serbia

Boys Team Competition

Rank Delegation

Gold Serbia

Silver United Arab Emirates

Bronze Bulgaria

Girls Team Competition

Rank Delegation

Gold Serbia

Silver United Arab Emirates

Bronze Uganda
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Taekwondo

Boys -33kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Kurbanmagomed Magomedov Russian Federation

Silver Yehor Zhalovaha Ukraine

Bronze Pavle Radisic Serbia

Bronze Angel De Jesus Velez Morales  Mexico

Boys -41kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Magomedgadzhi Magomedov Russian Federation

Silver Vuk Adžić Serbia

Bronze Abilkassym Akhmetkhan Kazakhstan

Bronze Harun Salmanzade  Azerbaijan

Boys -37kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Artem Roshka Russian Federation

Silver Vugar Aslanov  Azerbaijan

Bronze Shashubay Alikhan Kazakhstan

Bronze Carlos Emilio Baez Robles  Mexico

Boys -45kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Dolgiyev Akramat Kazakhstan

Silver Artsiom Baizdrenka Belarus

Bronze Aldo Angell De Fuentes  Mexico

Bronze Stepan Bendega Belarus

Boys -49kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Dimitrije Hrabec Serbia

Silver Artsiom Artsemyeu Belarus

Bronze Kanalbayev Yerzat Kazakhstan

Bronze Nemanja Ilić Serbia

Girls -37kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Sofia Korneeva Russian Federation

Silver Saparaliyeva Ayaulym Kazakhstan

Bronze Polina Zakharkina Ukraine

Bronze Maša Nešić Serbia

Girls -44kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Anastasiia Haivoronska Ukraine

Silver Gabriela Ricardo Ramirez  Mexico

Bronze Lada Zakaliukina Belarus

Bronze Teodora Ivosev Serbia

Girls -41kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Zemfira Hasanzade  Azerbaijan

Silver Sofia Matuz Ramirez  Mexico

Bronze Kapasheva Assylzhan Kazakhstan

Bronze Ksenija Mitrović Serbia

Girls -47kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Maiia Repina Russian Federation

Silver Yanitza Naomi Trejo Zavala  Mexico

Bronze Petra Golie Serbia

Bronze Sofiia Plakhtii Ukraine

Girls -51kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Alisa Pavlenko Ukraine

Silver Valeriia Brechko Russian Federation

Bronze Nina Stojanović Serbia

Bronze Kaumbay Balnur Kazakhstan
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Boys -53kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Daniil Maidaniuk Ukraine

Silver Miloš Mandić Serbia

Bronze Zekria Sarwari Romania

Bronze Evgenii Pudiakov Russian Federation

Boys -57kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Vuk Mihajlović Serbia

Silver Denys Pavliukov Ukraine

Bronze Matsvei Miatlitski Belarus

Bronze Egor Borovikov Russian Federation

Boys -61kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Roman Lamonov Ukraine

Silver Balaka Artem Azerbaijan

Bronze Stefan Bauer Serbia

Bronze Uglješa Pejović Serbia

Girls -55kg

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Daria Kostenevych Ukraine

Silver Anđela Šare Serbia

Bronze Alina Ivanova Belarus

Bronze Madikhankyzy Meiramgul Kazakhstan

Boys Poomsae Individual

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Davyd Gavrylov Ukraine

Silver Jabir Jamed Dorantes  Mexico

Bronze Lawang Lama Nepal

Bronze Aljosa Balaban Serbia

Girls Poomsae Individual

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Carol Marisel Sanchez Alvarado  Mexico

Silver Viktoriia Lavreniuk Ukraine

Bronze Jelena Stevanovic Serbia

Bronze Simani Lama Nepal

Boys Team Competition

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Vuk Maksimovic Serbia

Aljosa Balaban Serbia

Rastko Popovic Serbia

Mixed Pair Poomsae

Rank Name Delegation

Gold
Ivan Shyshkov Ukraine

Kseniia Lavreniuk Ukraine

Silver
Mateo Lordmendez Figueroa Mexico

Carol Marisel Sanchez Alvarado Mexico

Bronze
Rastko Popovic Serbia

Jelena Stevanovic Serbia

Bronze
Lawang Lama Nepal

Simani Lama Nepal

Girls Team Competition

Rank Name Delegation

Gold

Carol Marisel Sanchez Alvarado Mexico

Montserrat Prado Nales Mexico

Yarah Dumani Chavez Mexico

Silver

Kateryna Stupak Ukraine

Kseniia Lavreniuk Ukraine

Viktoriia Lavreniuk Ukraine

Bronze

Lena Veljkovic Serbia

Julija Trifkovic Serbia

Masa Jovanovic Serbia
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Volleyball

Wrestling

Boys

Rank Delegation

Gold Bulgaria

Silver Serbia

Bronze Ukraine

Girls

Rank Delegation

Gold Ukraine

Silver Croatia

Bronze Montenegro

Boys -38kg Greco-Roman

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Mykola Levchenko Ukraine

Silver Bilol Khurilaev Kyrgyzstan

Bronze Mihajlo Mitrovic Serbia

Boys -52kg Greco-Roman

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Salman Daniiarov Kyrgyzstan

Silver Shulha Mykyta Ukraine

Bronze Alvin Crnojevic Croatia

Boys -44kg Greco-Roman

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Dmytro Demianovskyi Ukraine

Silver Orozbek Abduybasyev Kyrgyzstan

Bronze Lazar Dedic Serbia

Boys -62kg Greco-Roman

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Poshutylov Pavlo Ukraine

Silver Ognjen Todosijevic Serbia

Bronze Uulu Erjan Akylbek Kyrgyzstan

Boys -41kg Greco-Roman

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Zakhar Maslak Ukraine

Silver Yrysbek Khamdamov Kyrgyzstan

Bronze Balaz Ujhelji Serbia

Boys -57kg Greco-Roman

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Sabit Shamshedinov Kyrgyzstan

Silver Pokotylo Vladyslav Ukraine

Bronze Milos Vuksanovic Serbia

Boys -48kg Greco-Roman

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Chubenko Dmytro Ukraine

Silver Kuttubek Rysmatov Kyrgyzstan

Bronze Kevin Lendjel Serbia

Boys -68kg Greco-Roman

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Yakushenko Yehor Ukraine

Silver Muslim Mamyrov Kyrgyzstan

Bronze Stefan Todosijevic Serbia
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Boys -38kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Vladyslav Kaidkov Ukraine

Silver Elton Mamedov Azerbaijan

Bronze Jvan Petkovic Serbia

Girls -33kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Oleksandra Kravchenko Ukraine

Boys -41kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Ivan Zalisko Ukraine

Silver Elgun Mamedov Azerbaijan

Girls -36kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Vlada Popova Ukraine

Boys -44kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Sadig Huseynov Azerbaijan

Silver Rostyslav Krlyliak Ukraine

Bronze Isa Yusibov Azerbaijan

Boys -52kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Jamal Abbrasov Azerbaijan

Silver Mykola Terzi Ukraine

Bronze Adam Alhafez Romania

Boys -48kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Nikita Tytiuk Ukraine

Silver Ravan Rahimli Azerbaijan

Bronze Danoush Jowkar United Kingdom

Boys -57kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Artem Oksem Ukraine

Silver Tristan Alerksandrov Estonia

Bronze David Antonio Soare Romania

Girls -39kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Yevheniia Druzenko Ukraine

Silver Hanna Orsolya Sover Romania

Bronze De Souza Januario Ananda Brazil

Girls -46kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Anhelina Bondarenko Ukraine

Silver Anu-Liis Raudsepp Estonia

Bronze Natalija Obadinov Serbia

Girls -42kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Viktoriia Havrlyiv Ukraine

Silver Orsolja Habi Serbia

Bronze Cincinato Pimenta Giovanna Brazil

Girls -50kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Karolina Poplavska Ukraine

Silver Milica Sekulovic Serbia

Bronze Brenda Vitoria Games Brazil
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Boys -75kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Grygoriy Shelkovenko Ukraine

Silver David Adrian Matea Romania

Bronze Abdulla Ibragimov Azerbaijan

Girls -62kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Khrystyna Demchuk Ukraine

Silver Ines Simunovic Croatia

Bronze Orsolja Urban Serbia

Girls -66kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Nadiia Sokolovska Ukraine

Silver Veronika Vilk Croatia

Bronze Sthefany Evangelista Calheiros Brazil

Boys -85kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Plylyp Siianytsia Ukraine

Silver Ismayil Asadli Azerbaijan

Bronze Sthefany Evangelista Calheiros Brazil

Girls -58kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Kateryna Kondratenko Ukraine

Silver Andjela Cvetkovic Serbia

Bronze Laysla Estefhany Dias barbosa Brazil

Boys -68kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Hussein Ismailov Ukraine

Silver Nikolai Tarassov Estonia

Bronze Laysla Estefhany Dias barbosa Brazil

Boys -62kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Erdal Galip Bulgaria

Silver Maksym Kutsil Ukraine

Bronze Daniel Berkec Serbia

Girls -54kg Freestyle

Rank Name Delegation

Gold Konstantsiia Sarbaieva Ukraine

Silver Lisette Bottker Estonia

Bronze Evelin Uljhei Serbia
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2021

ISF World Cool School Sport Games 09/11 - 13/11 Kyiv Ukraine

ISF WSC Handball 27/11 - 05/12 Belgrade Serbia

 ISF World School E-Sport Games 27/11 - 01/12 Kyiv Ukraine

2022

ISF She Runs - Active Girls’Lead 07/03 - 12/03 Brussels Belgium

ISF WSC Cross-Country 22/04 - 27/04 Štrbské Pleso Slovakia

ISF Gymnasiade - School Summer Games 14/05 - 22/05 Normandie France

ISF WSC Volleyball 19/06 - 27/06 Foz do Iguaçu Brazil

ISF WSC Athletics 22/06 - 30/06 Trabzon Turkey

ISF WSC Tennis 02/08 - 09/08 Bayamon Puerto Rico

ISF ISC DanceSport 17/11 - 22/11 Kunming P.R. China

ISF Gymnasiade - School Summer Games 26/11 - 03/12 Jinjiang P.R. China

ISF WSC Basketball TBC ( ... ) India

 ISF World School E-Sport Games TBC Kyiv Ukraine

ISF Sambo Cup TBC Tsaghkadzor Armenia

ISF World Cool School Sport Games TBC Kyiv Ukraine

ISF Universal Teacher Games TBC Poreč Croatia

2023
ISF WSC Beach Volleyball 09/05 - 16/05 Bat-Yam Israel

ISF WSC Football TBC Kyiv Ukraine

ISF Gymnasiade - School Winter Games TBC ( ... ) Ukraine

ISF WSC Taekwondo TBC ( ... ) Mexico

ISF U15 World School Sport Games (U15 Gymnasiade) TBC ( ... ) Brazil

2024
ISF Gymnasiade - School Summer Games TBC Ekaterinburg Russian Federation

CALENDARCALENDAR
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